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KICK-OFF SET FOR NEW
COMMUNITY RESOURCE

Historic 100-acre property will
support significant expansion
of youth employment programs
BY JOHN TOWNES
The Greenagers organization has gained
a prominent and scenic new home, with the
purchase of a 100-acre property and historic
house at 62 Undermountain Rd. (Route 41)
in South Egremont.
“This is a very Greenagers Inc. is
important step a community-based
nonprofit organizafor us,” said tion that provides
Will Conk- employment and
opportulin, executive volunteer
nities for teens and
director of young adults in the
Greenagers. fields of conservation, environmental
stewardship and sustainable farming.
On Feb. 1 Greenagers closed on the
$220,000 purchase of the former Kellogg
Conservation Center from the Appalachian
Trail Conservancy (ATC). It is now named
the April Hill Conservation and Education
Center in Egremont.
“This is a very important step for us,”
said Will Conklin, executive director of
Greenagers. “It will serve as our headquarters and allow us to significantly expand our
programs. We also want it to be a resource
for other organizations and the community.”
In conjunction with the purchase, Greenagers (413-644-9090 or greenagers.org) has
been conducting a $1.5 million capital campaign to support expansion of its operations
and programs there.
The ATC, which manages and maintains
the Appalachian Trail, had owned the property since 2004, when Mary-Margaret Kellogg
continued on page 16

Terry Moore, with the Rose & Cole transportation co-op, and Kate Lauzon, chair of the Morningside Initiative, are key players in the launch of the Tyler Street Lab,
a new center for community and entrepreneurial activity taking shape within the former Shedd Plumbing & Heating building at 730 Tyler St. in Pittsfield.

Tyler Street Lab enters important ‘pop-up’ stage
BY JOHN TOWNES
A collaborative initiative to establish a new center for community
activity in the Morningside neighborhood of Pittsfield is entering an
important “pop-up” stage with the formal launch of the Tyler Street
Lab @ 730.
“Our goal is to create a vital community center for the Morningside
neighborhood and the city,” said Kate Lauzon, marketing manager
and outreach coordinator of the Tyler Street Lab @ 730. “It will do
a lot to strengthen the sense of community in Morningside and be a
resource for the city overall.”
The project, which is based in the former home of Shedd Plumbing
& Heating Corp. at 730 Tyler St., will be introduced to the public
with a Welcoming Party on March 23 from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.

The 4,300-square-foot building contains a mix of seven offices and
common areas, including a large, open former showroom space in
the front suitable for meetings, benefits, classes, and other activities.
There is also a media and computer room, “flex space” which can be
used in different ways, and storage areas in the basement and attic.
The Tyler Street Lab Collaboration is a group of organizations,
individual supporters, and other stakeholders in the Morningside
community. The fiscal agent is the nonprofit Goodwill Industries
of the Berkshires and Southern Vermont, which has headquarters
and a training and donation center at 158 Tyler St. Initial start-up
support and funding was also provided by the MassDevelopment
Transformative Development Initiative (TDI).
continued on page 13

New owner taking steps to rebuild
value of Ambulatory Care Center
Building secures key anchor
tenant with expansion of
existing pediatric practice

Craig Barnum is working to bring new tenants – and needed healthcare services – to the Northern Berkshire
Ambulatory Care Center. He purchased the 50,000-square-foot medical building (inset) last August.

BY BRAD JOHNSON
In early March, Northern Berkshire Pediatrics moved into new offices that provide
twice the space of their previous quarters
to accommodate a planned expansion of
services by the six-physician medical group.
As far as relocations go, this one was relatively simple, as it involved shifting operations
from one side of the corridor to the other
on the third floor of the Northern Berkshire
Ambulatory Care Center in North Adams.
“I wouldn’t say it was easy,” said Don LeBreux, administrator for Northern Berkshire
Pediatrics. “But relocating within the same

building was certainly less disruptive than
moving to an entirely different location.”
Further facilitating the process were efforts
by the building’s new owner, Craig Barnum,
to ensure that the pediatric practice remained
a key tenant in the complex.
“Northern Berkshire Pediatrics is a fantastic medical group and an important anchor
for this building,” said Barnum. “They had
need for more space, and I made sure they
had every reason to make use of the space
here as they continue to grow.”
Indeed, Barnum’s success in securing the
expanding practice as a key tenant is an important first step toward fulfilling his vision
that the 50,000-square-foot facility adjacent
to the former North Adams Regional Hospital
can once again become a vibrant part of the
community’s healthcare infrastructure.
continued on page 22
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The Lantern shining once
again under new owners

BY JOHN TOWNES
The phrase “everything old is new again”
is especially relevant to The Lantern Bar
& Grill, a longtime fixture in downtown
Pittsfield, with a current menu that declares
“Re-established 2019.”
Located at 455 North St., The Lantern is
one of the last vestiges of earlier generations
of popular local restaurants and bars that had
defined Pittsfield’s culinary and social life in
the 20th century.
It had been operated by several generations
of the Papas family before it closed in 2017.
Now, it has been brought back to life by
a collaboration between Mill Town Capital,
a regional venture capital and investment
group, and Bjorn Somlo, owner of Nudel
restaurant in Lenox.
“Our goal is to keep The Lantern and its
spirit and energy alive as people remember
it,” said Somlo. “We’ve tried not to change
anything that we didn’t have to. At the same
time, we have also updated the business to
reflect the fact that it’s 2019.”
The menu maintains The Lantern’s focus
on the basics, with some alterations and
creative variations. “The emphasis is on
good, honest food with quality ingredients,”
said Somlo.
The business that became the original
Lantern extends back to 1916 as a lunch cart
operated by Gus Papas and William Yerazunis. In the 1930s they established a bar and
grill named The Puritan at its present location
on the corner of North and Linden streets. Its
name was changed to The Lantern in 1952
by Gus’ son William, when he bought out
Yerazunis and became sole owner.
His son, Mark Papas, eventually took over
the business. While retaining its longtime
basic identity, he updated The Lantern to
attract contemporary customers through
such steps as hanging portraits of jazz musi-

NOW FEATURING

100% HEATED RECLINING SEATS
7.1 DOLBY DIGITAL SURROUND SOUND
& EXTENDED BUSINESS HOURS

BEACON CINEMA

ALL NEW STANDARD IN
SIGHT, SOUND AND LUXURY
GENERAL ADMISSION - $8.75
CHILD (11 and under) - $6.00
SENIORS (60 and over) - $6.00
MATINEE - $5.00
MATINEE IS ALL SHOWS STARTING BEFORE 6PM

CALL: 413 358 4780

A fixture at the corner of North and Linden streets for many decades until closing in 2017, The Lantern Bar &
Grill has been reopened through a collaboration between Mill Town Capital and restaurateur Bjorn Somlo.
cians on the walls and becoming involved
in downtown’s cultural activities. He also,
significantly, installed a grill by the entrance.
In addition to its casual atmosphere and food,
The Lantern became known as the home of
the “Berkshires’ Best Burger.”
However, in August 2017, a combination
of circumstances led Papas to close The Lantern. Having installed a new cooking system,
he discovered that the city required installation of an extensive new fire-suppression
system to meet building and fire codes. Papas
reluctantly decided to close because of the
expense that would have been required.
Somlo became involved in The Lantern’s
reincarnation through a combination of connections. He was born in Pittsfield and grew
up in the region. He has been in the restaurant
industry since he was 16. After living in
New Orleans, New York City and abroad,
he returned to the Berkshires and opened
Nudel in 2009. That restaurant focuses on
seasonally inspired food made with fresh
and local ingredients.
“I had been a customer at The Lantern,”
Somlo said. “When Mark was dealing with that
situation, I had told him that if he ever decided
to close to give me a call. He subsequently
did call me. I was very interested, because I
didn’t want to see The Lantern disappear.”
Although circumstances at the time could
not prevent The Lantern from closing in 2017,
Somlo’s interest in reviving the landmark
business became more feasible in March
2018, when Mill Town Capital purchased the
one-story building that houses The Lantern
and the assets of the restaurant business
from Papas.
Mill Town Capital was formed two years
ago, as a private impact investment company based in Pittsfield that is focused on
investments intended to diversify and support sustainable economic and community
development in western Massachusetts.
“I love Nudel, and had gotten to know
Bjorn,” said Tim Burke, managing partner
of Mill Town Capital. “In the past, we had
discussed the possibility of working together
on a project in downtown Pittsfield.”
Burke, who grew up in Pittsfield and returned two years ago, said he also wanted to
preserve The Lantern, which prompted the
purchase. “It’s a part of Pittsfield history and
an asset that we thought was worth saving,”
he said. “So we decided to work with Bjorn
to re-open it.”
The Lantern occupies 1,155 square feet,
including the front public section and the

kitchen. (Burke noted that the building also
has three other commercial tenants, and that
no other changes are planned at this time.)
Under their agreement, Somlo is basically leasing the restaurant space from Mill
Town. The firm also financed the renovation
of the space.
Burke and Somlo did not give the specific
cost, but said the work was extensive.
They basically created a new kitchen
in the back and moved the grill from the
front into the kitchen area. They installed a
new heating and cooling system, and new
handicap-accessible bathrooms.
Extensive work was also done in the front
bar and dining area, but with the goal of
retaining the familiar look and atmosphere,
including the wood-paneled walls and many
of the photos and other visual elements.
A new bar was installed, but in the same
style and location as the original.
The dining room currently has 47 seats.
“We removed a few tables to allow customers
more space,” noted Somlo.
Raymond Stalker, who formerly worked
as a chef at Nudel, was hired as the chef of
The Lantern.
The menu includes a selection of snacks
($4 to $12) and appetizers ($7 to $14).
Sandwiches ($12 to $15) include Corned
Beef Reuben, Fried Eggplant, and Vegetable
and Bean Sloppy “Ron,” among others. Also
featured are hotplates ($12 to $25) such as
Mac and Cheese, Fish and Chips, Grilled
Butcher Steak, and Shrimp and Grits.
“We decided not to try and duplicate
Mark’s famous burgers, because whatever
we did would not be the same,” said Somlo.
“Instead, we came up with our own version
of a quality fast-food burger, with grass-fed
beef and American cheese.”
The Lantern (thelanternbarandgrill.com
or Facebook page The Lantern) also offers
a wide selection of beer, wine and liquor.
Initially it is open for dinner only from 5
to 7 p.m. Monday through Saturday. Somlo
said they expect to eventually expand their
hours to include lunch.
The initial response has been encouraging,
he said. “We’ve been busy, and most people
‘get it’ in terms of what we are trying to do
and are happy to see that The Lantern is
back,” he said. “And the people coming in
are from all demographics.”
Overall, he said, The Lantern will evolve.
“We’ll try things out and are going to be
guided by what out customers want,” he
said.◆

Are You a Newly Appointed Executor/Personal Representative?
If you’ve recently lost a loved one, you’re learning that in addition to the
emotional trauma, the loss can create a bunch of tax headaches as well.
I can guide you with integrity, patience and compassion through the
potentially complex federal and state tax filing responsibilities.
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE INITIAL CONSULTATION
CERTIFIED

P U B L I C A C C O U N TA N T

Phone: 413-464-7068 • Email: karen@kmk-cpa.com • Website: www.kmk-cpa.com
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Shiro reinvents itself with
opening of Asian market
BY JOHN TOWNES
A longtime Great Barrington Asian restaurant has undergone a transformation intended
to enhance its appeal to local customers.
The former Shiro Restaurant at 105 Stockbridge Rd. (Route 7) has re-opened as Shiro
Kitchen and Asian Market.
Owners Harry Yu and Wei Wei Shi have
run Shiro Restaurant for 18 years. Over time
the couple have altered their approach several
times to reflect changing times, tastes and
demographics.
Yu said the latest change is more fundamental. While the new version of Shiro will
continue to offer prepared meals for either
take-out or to eat on-site, most of the former
restaurant’s dining room has been remodeled into a multi-cuisine Asian market with
ingredients for those who prepare their own
meals at home.
“We believe at this time a market is more
appropriate than a formal restaurant for a
variety of reasons,” said Yu. “We wanted to
focus more on serving the full-time population
here. People tend to go out to formal restaurants more as a special occasion. We want to
provide something that is useful to people
on a more regular basis in their daily lives.”
He added that this approach also has
practical benefits, both for the business and
its customers.
“It reduces our operating costs, and we
don’t have to overcharge our customers to
cover our overhead,” he said. “We price items
competitively, so it’s a win-win.”
Yu noted that Asian restaurants, such as
Shiro’s former incarnations, are often focused
on the cuisine of specific countries or methods
of preparation and presentation.
“With a restaurant you have to be consistent,” he said. “But the Asian community here
is diverse, and the overall population likes to
try different things. With this market we can
offer foods from many cultures.”
Yu added that he and Shi have traveled
extensively through Asia and enjoy sampling
and learning about the specific cuisines of
different countries and cultures.
The new market carries food from Korea,
China, Malaysia, Japan and other countries.
Shiro’s shelves are stocked with a wide
variety of Asian noodles, sauces, ingredients,
candies and confections. The freezer cases
hold dumplings, mochi, frozen cakes and
more. They also have a selection of Japanese
and Thai teas and other beverages.
“With a market, we can help customers
select the items they are looking for,” Yu
said. “We can ask them ‘What do you want
to cook?’ and then guide them to what they
need.”
He added that people of all ethnicities are
familiar with Asian cuisines. “We’ve been
surprised at how much knowledge people
have about Asian foods and cooking,” he said.
Shi has also put together affordable Asianthemed gift baskets of food items, such as a
College Ramen gift basket, a Sushi Starter kit,
a Korean package with a variety of Sauces, a

The wheel is
an extension of
the foot.

Wei Wei Shi and Harry Yu have transformed the main portion of their Great Barrington restaurant into
a well-stocked Asian market. Among the offerings are gift baskets on various Asian culinary themes.
Chinese Cooking basket, Thai Curry, Asian
Starter, and a Gluten Free Sauce basket.
Yu noted that in procuring inventory they
are selective. “We’re very careful to be sure
everything we carry is safe,” he said. “We
focus on either U.S. made products, or those
from recognized overseas brands and suppliers who meet certification requirements for
quality and food safety.”
They have not abandoned offering meals,
he emphasized. Shiro’s kitchen serves Asian
comfort foods. They also offer changing fullmeal specials priced from $8.99 to $15.99.
There is a grab-and-go section of meals
and sides. Customers can also eat in a 40-seat
dining section on a self-service basis.
They have kept the bar counter and seating near the main entrance, and continue to
offer beer and wine along with Asian-themed
cocktails on a seasonal basis.
Yu said his wife enjoys the new format.
“She loves to cook and try out new things,
and she is very talented,” he said. “This is a
way to share her favorites with the public.”
Yu added that there is an overlap between
the food served and the market.
“Everything is made with what we sell, and
if a person likes something they can also make
it themselves,” he said. “One of the things I find
most interesting is that people will often order
food, and start looking around the market.”
The couple will also offer Asian cooking
classes, such as how to make Sushi and Yakitori, Japanese Cuisine, Southeast Asia and
Korean cooking styles, curry, how to properly
make Ramen, and “hot pot” traditional known
as Shabu-Shabu.
Shiro Kitchen and Asian Market (413- 5281898 or berkshiro.com) is open 10 a.m. to
7 p.m. Monday, Wednesday and Thursday,
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday and Saturday, and
noon to 4 p.m. Sunday. It is closed Tuesdays.
Classes, new market offerings and kitchen
specials are announced on the business’s
Facebook page (Shiro Berkshires).◆

DO YOU ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS IN YOUR BUSINESS?
NOW IS A GOOD TIME TO GET A FREE ANALYSIS OF WHAT YOU
ARE PAYING TO PROCESS YOUR CREDIT CARD TRANSACTIONS
If you haven’t had a review in the last year, it is time as rates change.

WINTER-INTO-SPRING SPECIAL OFFER:

Over the next 3 months, all new accounts will
receive a $50 American Express gift card as a
welcoming thank you.
SHOP LOCAL!
It’s a win-win situation – you save money and keep your
business local supporting our Berkshire economy.

BERKSHIRE MERCHANT SERVICES

Don Raiche • www.BerkshireMerchantServices.com • 413-637-2100

Rewarding Events

Plan your event with us and plan on being rewarded

413-458-5000

info@harschrealestate.com
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This 810-square-foot commercial building, formerly operated for many years as a very
successful ice cream shop, is well-suited to a return to that use or for many other small
business operations, including
marijuana store, tattoo parlor or
craft shop. High visibility and
traffic count along main northsouth highway. Solid, masonry
structure with metal roof, with
full second-story walk-up attic
for storage. Walk-in cooler,
1/2-bath, gas-fired hot water
heater, soft-serve ice cream
machine, refrigerator, off-street
parking. Offered at $99,500.
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Corporate Meetings & Events
Social Gatherings & Celebrations
Full Catering & Event Planning Services
Berkshirescourtyard.com | 70 Pittsfield Road, Lenox • 413-551-7700
Contact Susan to book your special event! susan.coyne@marriott.com
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the month in business

March 19: Berkshire Splendor:
The Great Estates of the Berkshires, lecture on many of the
county’s “cottages” presented by
Susan Frisch Lehrer, former curator of education at Chesterwood Museum, who will focus on the
interiors and exteriors of the mansions, the architects who designed
and built them, and the families who lived in them. 6:30 p.m. at
the Stockbridge Library, Museum & Archives. For more information, call 413-298-5501 or visit www.stockbridgelibrary.org.

March 19, April 16: Pittsfield Green Drinks, informal gathering of people interested in conservation and environmental
issues on third Tuesday of each month. 5:15 p.m. at J. Allen’s
Clubhouse Grille. Sponsored by the Berkshire Environmental
Action Team (BEAT). For more information and meeting
location, contact Elizabeth Orenstein at 413-717-1255 or
elizabeth@thebeatnews.org.
March 21: Open House at Fairview Commons Nursing & Rehabilitation Center in Great Barrington for its Adult Day Health
program, where visitors can learn about services including supervised nursing care on weekdays, activities and exercise classes,
socialization and more. 3 to 6 p.m., with refreshments served. For
more information about the Adult Day Health program, contact
Marilyn Heath, RN, at 413-528-7108.
March 21: 40 Under Forty awards ceremony, annual celebration of talented young professionals in the Berkshires who have
shown their support for the region through leadership, community
service, and a dedication to improving the quality of life for those
living and working here. Presented by 1Berkshire at Holiday Inn
and Suites (formerly Crowne Plaza) in Pittsfield, with reception
at 5 p.m. and ceremony at 6. Tickets $50 (includes reception
with heavy hors d’oeuvres and cash bar). For information, call
413-499-1600 or visit 1berkshire.com.
March 23: Welcoming Party for the Tyler Street Lab @ 730,
a new community space at 730 Tyler St. in Pittsfield, 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. with food, fun and dance, and an opportunity to learn
about the Lab (see story on page 1). For information, email
tylerstreetlab@gmail.com.
March 23: Maple Sugaring Through the Centuries, demonstration of Native American, Colonial and current practices for
maple sugaring. Starts at 10 a.m. at the Bidwell House Museum,
100 Art School Rd., Monterey, and moves to Lowland Farm,
129 New Marlborough Rd., Monterey. Free but donations
welcome. For more information, call 413-528-6888 or go to
www.bidwellhousemuseum.org.
March 25: Entrepreneurial Meetup, free networking event
presented by 1Berkshire from 4 to 6 p.m. at Bright Ideas Brewing, 111 MASS MoCA Way, North Adams. For information,
call 413-499-1600 or visit 1berkshire.com.
March 27: 18th Annual Robert “Bees” Prendergast St.
Patrick’s Reception, fund-raising event hosted by Hillcrest
Educational Centers Inc., from 6 to 9 p.m. at Country Club of
Pittsfield. Tickets $50, business or festive attire. For information,
call 413-499-7924 ext. 133 or email tgallagher@hillcrestec.org.
March 28: Ladies’ Night Out! special event presented by the
Southern Berkshire Chamber of Commerce and the Nonprofit
Center of the Berkshires from 5 to 8 p.m. at Crissey Farm, 426
Stockbridge Rd., Great Barrington. Featuring guest speakers,
sample giveaways, mini demos and more by participating
businesses. For registration information, contact Betsy Andrus
at 413-528-4284.
March 28: “The Farm Bill: What it is and What it Means
for Farming in the U.S.,” presented by Justin Chase, director
of farmer training programs at Tufts New Entry Sustainable
Farming Project. Part of the Green Living Seminar Series presented by Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts. 5:30 p.m. in
room 121 of the Feigenbaum Center for Science and Innovation
on the MCLA campus. Free and open to the public. For more
information, go to www.mcla.edu/greenliving.
March 28: Downsize Your Home, Increase Your Living, free
presentation hosted by Kimball Farms Life Care, 235 Walker
St., Lenox. from 2 to 3:30 p.m. Led by Caring Transitions, the
presentation will focus on minimizing the stress of right-sizing
or relocating to focus on the next phase of life. RSVP to 413637-7002 or at www.kimballfarms.org.
March 28: Seniors Talk Tech, part of the “Froio after Hours”
monthly programming series at the Ralph J. Froio Senior Center in
downtown Pittsfield. Led by Scott Connors, information technologist for the city, the talk will focus on using smart devices. 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. To RSVP or for more information, call 413-499-9346.
March 29: Berkshire Disabilities Legislative Breakfast,
presented by Berkshire County Arc from 7:30 to 9 a.m. at
Berkshire Hills Country Club in Pittsfield. Attendees (including
the county’s legislative contingent) will hear remarks from Ken
Singer, president and CEO of Berkshire County Arc; stories from
individuals and family members; and upcoming challenges faced
by service providers for advancing the rights of individuals with
disabilities. Register online at http://bit.ly/2019LegBkfst. For
more information, contact David Singer at 413-499-4241 ext.
254 or dsinger@bcarc.org.
March 30: Artist Panel and Artswalk Information Session hosted by First Fridays Artswalk at the Lichtenstein
Center for the Arts, 28 Renne Ave., Pittsfield. Begins at 1
p.m. with networking and light refreshments, followed at
1:30 by presentation by First Fridays Artswalk Coordinator
Kimberly Gritman, and panel discussion with local artists
who will speak about their experiences as professional and
aspiring artists, and answer questions about navigating the
arts scene, networking in the artist community, marketing,
and more. New, aspiring, professional, amateur, student, and
veteran artists are invited to attend. Teens are welcome. For
more information, visit http://www.firstfridaysartswalk.com/
artist-panel-and-artswalk-information-session/.
March 31: 12th Annual Sprout Film Festival featuring short
films related to the field of developmental disabilities. Presented
by the Berkshire County Arc Down Syndrome Family Group
from noon to 2:30 p.m. in Robert Boland Theatre at Berkshire
Community College, 1350 West St., Pittsfield. For registration
and additional information, contact Nancy Willey at nwilley@
bcarc.org or 413-464-7262 ext. 13.
March 31: Nomination deadline for the 2nd Annual Berkshire
Nonprofit Awards breakfast, to be presented by the Nonprofit
Center of the Berkshires in partnership with the Berkshire Eagle
on May 21 from 8 to 10 a.m. at Berkshire Hills Country Club
in Pittsfield. For nomination forms and additional information,
go to npcberkshires.org.
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April 1: Nomination deadline for the Community Innovators
Scholarships offered by the Southern Berkshire Chamber of
Commerce for tuition assistance, start-up funding, career development and more. Chamber members are invited to submit
nominations. Nominees will be contacted via email and will
be asked to submit a separate application, due by May 1. Two
winners will be announced May 13. To submit a nomination,
go to www.surveymonkey.com/r/JH2JY5S. For information,
call 413-528-4284.
April 4: Great Barrington Green Drinks, informal gathering
of people interested in conservation and environmental issues
on first Thursday of each month. 5:30 p.m. at the Prairie Whale,
178 Main St. For more information, contact Natalie Narotzky
at nnarotzky@gmail.com.
April 5: First Fridays Artswalk featuring the work of over
a dozen accomplished regional artists in Pittsfield’s Upstreet
Cultural District from 5 to 8 p.m. Free guided walking tour
begins at 5 p.m. at the Intermodal Center at BRTA, 1 Columbus
Ave. Most art exhibits are on display in participating venues
throughout the month. For more information and to view a listing and map of participating artists and locations, visit www.
FirstFridaysArtswalk.com.
April 5: Autism Resource Fair and Art Show, kick-off event
for Autism Awareness Month and the local GO BLUE campaign
to heighten awareness of services available to individuals and
families impacted by autism and to educate, celebrate, and
empower those with autism. 5 to 7 p.m. at AdLib, 215 North
St., Pittsfield. Held in tandem with First Fridays Artswalk (see
related listing), the event will feature artwork from local residents
with Autism and a resource fair with information about services
available to individuals with autism and their families/caretakers. For more information contact, Katrina Cardillo at BFAIR
at 413-464-7232 ext. 17 or kcardillo@bfair.org or visit https://
autismconnectionsma.org/berkshire-collaboration/.
April 5: 12th Annual Wine Tasting fund-raising event hosted
by UNICO of Pittsfield at Berkshire Hills Country Club in
Pittsfield. Tastings from 6 to 8:30 p.m. featuring wines, beers
and spirits from around the world, along with raffles, silent
auction, food, music and dancing from 9 to midnight. Tickets
are $30, and can be bought at Elm Street Hardware, through
any Unican, and at the door.
April 6: Berkshire Earth Expo, community fair focused on
energy efficiency, climate resilience and environmental action
with student exhibits, projects, eco-friendly vendors and more
(see related column on page 8). 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Boys and
Girls Club in Pittsfield. Free. For more information, contact Judy
Fox at 413-446-2316 or Judyfox947@gmail.com.
April 6: Get BART Smart, annual fundraiser and trivia contest
for BART Charter Public School, from 6 to 9:30 p.m. at One
Commercial St., Adams. Participants are asked to donate a
minimum of $70 per person; admission includes a light dinner
by Mezze Catering and a selection of beer and wine. For more
information, visit www.bartcharter.org/v2/news-events/gbs/
or contact Leah Thompson at leah.thompson@bartcharter.org.

April 17: 1Berkshire 2019 Career Fair from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Taconic High School in Pittsfield.
For information on booth space or
event registration, call 413-4991600 or go to 1berkshire.com/events/career-fair/.
April 20: Berkshire Grown Winter Farmers Market featuring
locally grown and produced foods and gifts, including fruits and
vegetables, cheeses, meats, breads, yarn, and more, plus live
music, lunch fare, and children’s activities. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Monument Valley Middle School, 313 Monument Valley Rd.,
Great Barrington. For information, go to berkshiregrown.org.

As we begin,
so shall we go.

April 23 to May 28: Capital Campaigns, workshop series for
nonprofit board, staff and volunteers, facilitated by Abbie von
Schlegell, CFRE, FAFP, principal of a. von schlegell & co.
Six sessions held on Tuesdays April 23 to May 28 from 5:30
to 8:30 p.m. (check in at 5) at Downtown Pittsfield Inc., 33
Dunham Mall, Pittsfield. $40 per session or $195 for the series.
For outline of session topics and registration information, go
to abbievonschlegell.com.
April 26: 2019 BFAIR Annual Meeting, 7:30 to 9 a.m. at
Berkshire Hills Country Club, 500 Benedict Rd., Pittsfield.
Suggested donation $10 (includes breakfast). For registration
or more information, contact Carol Fox at cfox@bfair.org or
413-664-9382 ext. 40.
April 26: BCArc Family Support Conference, 8:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Country Club of Pittsfield, featuring a presentation by
Sophia Johannson on Charting the LifeCourse, a framework that
was developed by families to help individuals and families of
all abilities, and at any age or stage of life, develop a vision for
a good life. For information on attending, contact Sonja Stewart
at sstewart@bcarc.org or 413-499-4241 ext. 237.
Ongoing: Berkshire Business Builders networking meeting
every Thursday morning from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. at 55 Church
Street in Pittsfield. All business people looking for an opportunity
to network are invited. For information, call Kathy Hazelett at
413-442-8581.◆

Business is done
between two people.
Not two voicemail
systems.
Let our virtual receptionists handle your
customers’ calls whenever you can’t.

April 6: Grand Opening of Berkshire Humane Society’s Catwalk Boutique at 26 Church St. in downtown Lenox. Patrons are
invited to stop by between 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. to shop and enjoy
special promotions and refreshments. For more information,
visit BerkshireHumane.org, CatwalkBoutique.org or call the
shelter at 413-447-7878 ext. 145.
April 8: 2019 Spring Supper, benefit for Berkshire Grown and
Share the Bounty, at Country Club of Pittsfield. 6 p.m. cocktails,
dinner at 7, live auction. $125 Berkshire Grown members, $150
nonmembers, $65 farmers. For information and reservations,
go to berkshiregrown.org/SpringSupper or call 413-528-0041.
April 9: Lean Lab, monthly meetup group designed for entrepreneurs who want to grow their businesses using lean startup
methodology. Hosted by Lever Inc. from 6 to 8 p.m. at location
TBA. For information, email Brent Filson at bfilson@lever.org.
April 11: Finders Keepers: Hiring and Retaining Skilled
Employees, panel discussion hosted by Berkshire Money Management (BMM) in partnership with the Associated Industries of
Massachusetts (AIM), at BMM’s offices at 161 Main St., Dalton.
Doors open at 3:30 p.m., with hour-long panel at 4. Attendees are
invited to stay and network after the panel. BMM’s CEO Allen
Harris will be joined by AIM HR Solutions Vice President of
Business Development Beth Yohai, Berkshire Sterile Manufacturing CEO Shawn Kinney, and Canyon Ranch General Manager
Mindi Morin to discuss the challenges of hiring and keeping
valuable employees. The panel will be moderated by Berkshire
media host John Krol and will be aired on Facebook Live on the
John Krol Show. The event is free and open to business owners,
industry leaders, decision makers and the media. Drinks and
refreshments will be served. Registration is required. To register
click Upcoming Events at aimnet.org. For more information, call
413-997-2005 or visit www.berkshiremm.com.
April 11: Healthy Living for Your Brain, presentation offered
by Kimball Farms Life Care in Lenox from 10 to 11 a.m. in
the Kimball Farms Auditorium. Includes discussion of how
lifestyle choices impact the aging process, and information and
research in the areas of diet and nutrition, exercise, cognitive
activity and social engagement. RSVP to 413-637-7002 or at
www.kimballfarms.org.
April 11: Business After Hours, networking event for members
of the Southern Berkshire Chamber of Commerce, 5:30 to 7:30
p.m. at Berkshire Community College South County Center,
343 Main St., Great Barrington. For registration or information,
call Betsy Andrus at 413-528-4284.
April 12: Briefing on the Massachusetts Paid Family Medical
Leave Act (FMLA), presented by the Employers Association of
the Northeast Inc. (EANE) and Skoler, Abbott & Presser. 8 to 10
a.m. at Hillcrest Educational Centers, 788 South St., Pittsfield.
Free for EANE members, $25 nonmembers. For registration
and more information, go to www.eane.org.
April 12: “How to Tell a Good Story” Community MeetUp
presented by Music In Common at Railroad Street Youth Project
in Great Barrington from 5 to 7 p.m. Community MeetUps are
monthly gatherings that offer high school and college aged youth
from diverse backgrounds opportunities to build relationships
through individual and collaborative creative expression. Preregistration and more information at www.musicincommon.
org/upcomingmeetups.

(800) 367-7243 BerkshireCommunicators.com
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Berkshire South Regional Community
Center has received a gift of $20,000 from the
Pittsfield Cooperative Bank. The bank’s gift
matches funds raised by Berkshire South in a
recent community appeal, bringing those efforts
to $40,000. Jenise Lucey, executive director of
Berkshire South, and Ethel Patterson, board chair,
were presented with the gift by Jay Anderson,
Pittsfield Cooperative’s president and CEO,
and Emily Davis, assistant vice president and
Great Barrington branch manager, at a Community Center gathering on March 1. “Berkshire
South does an amazing job, and we could not be
happier to support such a wonderful organization to help them strengthen the vitality of the
communities we serve,” said Anderson. “We
are deeply appreciative of today’s donation,”
said Jenise Lucey. “The Pittsfield Cooperative
Bank has been a strong community partner of
the Center since our very beginning in 2002.”
She noted that the bank’s gifted funds will have
a significant impact at the nonprofit organization,
which raises 40 percent of its annual income –
about $1 million – from individual donors and
foundations. “I want to especially acknowledge
Jay Anderson for approaching us with a desire to
provide additional support to the Center,” said
board chair Patterson. “The relationship between
Pittsfield Cooperative Bank and Berkshire South
is a wonderful example of two entities deeply
valuing the community they serve.”

The Zonta Club of Berkshire County is now
accepting applications for its 2019 Scholarship,
which awards $1,000 to a young woman who is a
graduate of a Berkshire County High School and
presently enrolled full-time as a freshman, sophomore or junior in a four-year college or university.
Applications must include all of the following: a
cover letter including name and contact information, high school name and year of graduation, a
list of college extracurricular activities including
any community service and/or volunteer work, a
250-word essay stating current or intended college
major and goals upon graduation, and an official
college transcript. Completed applications must be
postmarked no later than April 15 and mailed to:
Zonta Club of Berkshire County. c/o Scholarship
Committee, PO Box 2184, Lenox, MA 01240. The
Scholarship winner will be notified by May 15.
October Mountain Financial Advisors has
joined with Community Access to the Arts
(CATA) to sponsor CATA’s Art on Tour exhibits,
marking their third year as sponsors. The exhibits
bring original paintings and drawings by CATA
artists with disabilities to galleries, businesses and
community sites across the region. With October
Mountain’s support, CATA has expanded Art on
Tour exhibits and launched popular Meet the Artist
events, shining a spotlight on the talents of artists
with disabilities. Past exhibits have taken place
at Hudson Hall, The Mount, Six Depot, Kimball
Farms, Berkshire Museum, Lauren Clark Fine Art,
and Pittsfield City Hall. Current and upcoming
Art on Tour exhibits include “Making Waves” at
the Good Purpose Gallery in Lee through April
16 and at Tunnel City at MASS MoCA in North
Adams from April 5 to June 30.

EXCLUSIVE LISTINGS BY MONARCH REALTY INC.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES FOR SALE!
IDEAL YEARROUND LAKEFRONT COTTAGE! Near Ashuwillticook Rail Trail ...$289,500
TRANQUIL COUNTRY RANCH on 1 acre with 2-car garage! Ideal Air B&B ......$199,900
PRIMO LOCATION! Doctor’s Building across from BMC! Mint condition .......$179,900
INCOME PRODUCING MIXEDUSE! Professional space & 3-bedroom flat ....$144,900
BRICK COMMERCIAL PROPERTY just off Route 8 .........................................$89,900
413-743-0450 • 413-446-0301
97 Summer St.
Adams, MA 01220

www.monarchrealty-ma.com
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The Northern Berkshire Community Coalition (nbCC) will lead the effort to plant more than
800 new trees on public and private land in the
City of North Adams over the next three years. The
project, an initiative of the Franklin Land Trust
and funded by a grant from the U.S. Forest Service,
will offer trees to residents and businesses, and also
will replace dying or dead trees along downtown
streets and within city neighborhoods. “Trees in
urban and suburban neighborhoods provide many
benefits to the people who live near them, including
improving air and water quality, reducing energy
costs, and increasing the physical and social wellbeing of residents,” said Bret Beattie, nbCC’s tree
planting coordinator. The organization will work
with the University of Massachusetts Department of
Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning, the
state Department of Conservation and Recreation,
and the city’s public services department to develop
a tree-planting plan. Residents and businesses can
receive free trees, but can also get involved to help
plant trees and to become part of a local network
of “tree stewards,” helping to educate the public
about the benefits of trees. Tree planting is scheduled to begin in the spring of 2019. A community
meeting on the program is scheduled for March 27
at The Green, 85 Main St., North Adams, from 5
to 7 p.m., where residents can learn more about
the tree-planting program and related volunteer
opportunities. For more information, or to request
a free tree for a home or business in North Adams,
contact Bret Beattie at 413-663-7588 ext. 28 or
bbeattie@nbccoalition.org.
Goodwill Industries of the Berkshires and
Southern Vermont Inc. has received a donation
of $7,500 from Greylock Federal Credit Union
in support of its Suit Your Self program. Suit Your
Self assists job seekers with job interview preparation, employment coaching and business attire at
no charge, providing program participants with a
support system and an opportunity to gain selfconfidence as they enter or reenter the workforce.
Planned improvements supported by the credit
union’s donation include a dedicated classroom
space and enhanced services at Goodwill’s retail
location at 166 State St. in North Adams, and the
establishment of a Suit Your Self program and
classroom in Williamstown later this year. “I’m
thrilled that Greylock is partnering with Goodwill
to support our Suit Your Self program, helping
this important community service to flourish,”
said Goodwill President and CEO David Twiggs.
“We’re extremely proud to now be able to expand
our services in North Adams and Williamstown.”
The Gladys Allen Brigham Community
Center and the Avangrid Foundation have
announced the continuation of the foundation’s
support (in partnership with Berkshire Gas) of the
Girls Inc. Eureka! program, which brings girls in
the Berkshires an opportunity to explore STEMrelated subjects through intensive, hands-on programming over five years. The first Eureka! cohort
was launched in July 2018, comprised of 14 girls
entering 8th grade who immersed themselves in a
four-week summer experience studying a range of
STEM subjects with professors from area colleges.
The girls also participated in personal and career
development activities, along with physical fitness
to promote a healthy lifestyle. The cohort, which
continues to meet throughout the school year, will
begin a second immersive summer experience in
July. Under the partnership agreement the Avangrid
Foundation will provide a $25,000 grant to enable
Girls Inc. of the Berkshires to build on the success
seen in the first year of the program. “We are thrilled
to once again invest in such a timely and important
opportunity for young women in our region,”
said Berkshire Gas President Frank Reynolds. “It
is exciting to be part of making a difference and
contributing to the future of tomorrow’s young
leaders and the local workforce.” Girls Inc. plans
to expand the initiative each year with cohorts of
up to 20 girls joining the program. A second cohort
of Berkshire area girls who will be entering 8th
grade will be added to the program this summer.
“We have been excited to have the opportunity
to launch the Girls Inc. Eureka! program in the
Berkshires,” said Kelly Marion, CEO of the Gladys
Allen Brigham Community Center. “We are one
of only 20 Girls Inc. affiliates to offer the program
and couldn’t have asked for a better partner than
the Avangrid Foundation and Berkshire Gas to
move the program forward.”

The Pittsfield Cooperative Bank has been
selected to participate in the Federal Home Loan
Bank of Boston’s Equity Builder Program, which
assists local homebuyers with down-payment and
closing costs as well as homebuyer counseling
and rehabilitation assistance. The $3.6 million
program provides grants to financial institutions
to assist households at or below 80 percent of the
area median income. Borrowers are eligible to
receive up to $15,000 in assistance on a first-come,
first-serve basis. Buyers must also complete a
homebuyer counseling program. “Home ownership is not easily attainable for many households,
so we are pleased to offer this assistance to help
individuals and families purchase a home,” said
Mike Barbieri, senior vice president of residential
and consumer lending at Pittsfield Cooperative
Bank. “Home ownership helps build wealth
and create financial stability, and programs that
assist homebuyers can be effective in adding to
the vibrancy of our communities.” The Pittsfield
Cooperative Bank is eligible to receive up to
$150,000 in 2019 through the Equity Builder
Program, depending on availability of funds.
The Nonprofit Center of the Berkshires
(NPC) announced the completion of the Nonprofit
Resource Directory, a new publication aimed at
helping nonprofits efficiently access information
to business products and services. The directory
features over 550 contacts in 40 categories, from
accounting to web design. According to Liana
Toscanini, executive director of the NPC, connecting nonprofits to the resources they need
is part of the organization’s mission and also
serves to stimulate the local business-to-nonprofit
economy. “Putting together this directory was
a huge research job aided by staff, interns and
volunteers,” said Toscanini. “Our hope is that this
reference booklet will serve as an invaluable tool
for nonprofits, in addition to supporting local businesses whose generosity plays an important role
in the Berkshire nonprofit sector.” The 60-page
directory is viewable free online at npcberkshires.
org in the publications section. Hard copies are
available for purchase online at a cost of $15.
Berkshire Health Systems has merged
Berkshire Occupational Health with BHS
Urgent Care, and has relocated its operations
to the Urgent Care location at 505 East St. (St.
Luke’s Square) in Pittsfield. “This move will allow
Berkshire Occupational Health to provide local
businesses and their employees with enhanced
services and added convenience,” said Brian
Quinn, MD, medical director of both Berkshire
Occupational Health and BHS Urgent Care.
“By combining Berkshire Occupational Health
with Berkshire Health Urgent Care, our clinical
offerings will be more expansive, and, in the
event employees of our client companies need
immediate walk-in care services in addition to
occupational health needs, they will be provided in
the same location.” Berkshire Occupational Health
provides comprehensive services to Berkshire
area businesses and their employees, including
physical examinations, occupational injury/illness
management and workers compensation services,
initial injury evaluations and follow-up, OSHA
medical surveillance, and others. BHS Urgent
Care provides immediate care for minor illness
and injury and is open seven days a week, with
both walk-in and online reservation for patients.
Berkshire Occupational Health maintains its current hours, Monday through Friday from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., with 24/7 availability for drug and
breath alcohol testing. The phone number also
remains the same, 413-447-2684.
Southwestern Vermont Health Care’s
Centers for Living and Rehabilitation (CLR),
a skilled nursing and rehabilitation facility in Bennington, has earned the Nursing Home Quality
Award, Vermont’s most prestigious recognition
for the industry. Award honorees must meet
three major criteria: 12 months with zero deficiencies, self-reportable events, or substantiated
complaints; an excellent percentage of positive
responses to resident satisfaction surveys as compared to other skilled nursing facilities in the state;
and participation in at least one National Health
Care Association quality initiative. A financial
award of $42,000 accompanies the honor. Funds
are meant to be dedicated to enhancing amenities
or the patient and resident experience.

Jim’s Lawn Care
Call now to arrange for SPRING CLEAN UP services

STOP & SHOP PLAZA, MERRILL ROAD, PITTSFIELD

442-6911

www.medwardjewelers.com
Mark E. Kasuba, Gemologist

Lawn Mowing & Fertilizer Treatment H Garden Care & Maintenance
Brush Cutting H Chain Saw Work H Pruning H Hedge Trimming
Mulching H Rototilling H Painting H Fencing H Junk Removal
Free Estimates

413-464-0373
(Leave Message)

Firewood for Sale
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news & notes from the region
Barry & Kinzer LLP, a full-service law firm
with a combined 40-plus years of litigation experience, opened in early February, with offices at 152
North St., Suite 140 in downtown Pittsfield. The
firm was founded by Gregory Barry, Esq. and Robert
Kinzer, Esq., two former assistant district attorneys
in the Berkshire District Attorney’s Office who have
handled over 10,000 criminal cases in Berkshire
County. The firm is dedicated to representing individuals in criminal, civil and family matters. “Our
litigation experience is virtually unmatched in the
county, and we feel that we can offer our clients the
highest level of legal representation,” said Kinzer
in an announcement of the firm’s opening. “What
is unique about us is that when you hire our firm
you are receiving the professional attention of not
one, but two attorneys with more than 40 years of
experience,” added Barry. Kinzer, the former second assistant district attorney of Berkshire County,
worked in the Berkshire District Attorney’s Office
for 22 years during which he served as the district
court coordinator, was a felony superior court
prosecutor and head of the computer crimes division. Barry, who worked in the Berkshire District
Attorney’s Office for 20 years, is the former chief
of adult sexual assaults, motor vehicle homicides,
and insurance fraud. He also served as the district
court jury coordinator and as a felony superior
court prosecutor.
Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts
(MCLA) has received a $360,000 grant from the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation which will support
a public humanities initiative to promote diversity,
equity and inclusion. For this initiative, MCLA
will facilitate collaborative campus, community,
regional and national events for faculty, students
and community participants. In addition, the
college will launch the Institute for the Arts and
Humanities this summer, which will serve as an
interdisciplinary catalyst to investigate and address
contemporary and historical issues on campus and
in the community through engagement with area
arts and humanities resources. The institute will
be launched in conjunction with the inaugural
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Conference in the
Berkshires, which will be held June 11-14 and will
feature activist, commentator, educator and writer
Nikki Giovanni as keynote speaker. “This public
humanities initiative will be an important new addition to our growing portfolio of programs as the
campus continues to promote diversity, equity and
inclusion,” said Emily Williams, vice president of
academic affairs. “We are pleased and proud that
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation has recognized
the college’s work and accomplishments with this
prestigious grant award.” For more information on
MCLA’s Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Conference, go to www.mcla.edu/deiconference.
Berkshire Bank has announced the launch of
its newly designed website. Developed in collaboration with ZAG Interactive, the new site
(www.berkshirebank.com) is designed to help
customers at every step – from relevant resources
on specific project pages to a solution finder that
connects common customer needs with related
products and services. The site also conforms to
current ADA guidelines, making visitor usability
a priority. Along with a refreshed design, the fully
mobile-friendly site provides a seamless experience for customers to access their banking needs
on a desktop, mobile device or tablet.

WAM Theatre has received an $8,000 sponsorship gift from Greylock Federal Credit
Union in support of their 10th anniversary season
in 2019. “All of us at WAM are empowered by
Greylock’s continuing support,” said Kristen van
Ginhoven, WAM artistic director. “They believed
in WAM’s mission to create opportunity for women and girls using theatre as philanthropy right
from the start and, since giving us $100 in 2011,
have supported us every year through community
advocacy of our mission and sponsorships.”
WAM’s 10th anniversary season includes two
Mainstage productions: the world premiere of
Lady Randy by Anne Undeland, running April 18
to May 5; and Pipeline by Dominique Morisseau,
running Oct. 25 to Nov. 10, presented in partnership with Multicultural BRIDGE. Two Fresh
Takes Play Readings – Native Gardens by Karen
Zacarías (May 4) and Paradise by Laura Maria
Censabella (Nov. 2) – will correlate directly to
the Mainstage productions; and an expanded
education program will include a new Elder
Ensemble for women 65 and older, along with
the established Teen Ensemble, both of which
will debut their original devised theatre pieces
at the WAM Gala in July. For more information,
visit www.wamtheatre.com/2019-season/.
As part of its centennial year, the Austen Riggs
Center will convene a conference of national and
international experts in the fields of mental health
care, treatment, research, advocacy and law to
explore “The Mental Health Crisis in America:
Recognizing Problems, Working Toward Solutions.” The two-day conference, scheduled for
Sept. 21-22, will take place in Stockbridge, where
Austen Riggs is based. Since being founded by
Dr. Austen Fox Riggs in 1919, the Austen Riggs
Center has become recognized for its unique “open
setting” campus and state-of-the-art psychodynamic care emphasizing individual psychotherapy
for people with complex psychiatric problems.
This, along with significant contributions to research and clinical training, have established it
as a leading psychiatric hospital and residential
treatment center in the U.S. For more information about the upcoming conference, visit www.
austenriggs.org/CentennialConference.
A March 2 benefit dinner in support of the
operations of Pittsfield Community Radio,
WTBR-FM, raised $500 for the station. Mike Filpi
of Meatball Mike’s Catering and the Pittsfield
Elks organized the event, which brought over
50 people to the Elks Lodge on Union Street in
Pittsfield. The funds raised will be used to help
with the costs of moving the station from Taconic
High School to the PCTV studios, and rebuilding
the studio and transmitter facilities.

Paula Almgren, a Lenox attorney whose firm
Almgren Law specializes in elder law, co-authored recent legislation benefiting elder veterans
called Section 28, the Aid and Attendance bill, of
the BRAVE Act, which was signed by Governor
Baker in 2018. The bill, sponsored by state Sen.
Michael Rush, protects older veterans (and their
widows) who served during war but have limited
income and assets and often need to apply for
MassHealth to supplement Veterans Administration cash benefits for their care costs in the home
or for assisted living. Prior to this legislation, frail
veterans or their widows needing care, who were
otherwise eligible for MassHealth, were often
found ineligible, as MassHealth counted the VA
Aid and Attendance benefit as income. The Aid
and Attendance bill ensures that veterans’ benefits
intended to help medically needy veterans pay
for care are excluded for MassHealth qualification purposes. “I am proud to have been part of
the team of elder law attorneys who wrote the
language for this bill benefiting elder veterans
who have bravely served our country and now
need help paying for care,” said Almgren. “It is
the mission of Almgren Law to serve as an advocate for legislation supporting the elderly and
to ensure that veterans receive benefits that they
are entitled to in order to pay for their care and
remain in their homes or help defray the cost of
assisted living.”◆

www.LeeAudioNSecurity.net

413-499-0607 1 Fenn Street
800-207-1926 Pittsfield, MA
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DEGREE

MA Lic #1468C • NY Lic #12000022800

Academic advisors will be on hand
to meet with each person to discuss
opportunities for going back to
college and earning a bachelor’s
degree. You can bring prior college
transcripts for review and complete
an application during the event.

PITTSFIELD

Newly renovated, great light,
height, brick, maple floors. The
2,400 sq. ft. and 1,100 sq. ft.
spaces can be combined. Will
build out to suit if desired.
A well-maintained property owned
and operated by the Nash family for over
60 years. We keep our tenants happy!

Contact: Lisa Noyes at ALNASCO
413 448 8287 • Lisa@ALNASCO.COM

WWW.ALNASCO.COM

Expect more.

Saturday, March 23, 10 am
MCLA Pittsfield, 66 Allen Street

1-800-369-3905

PITTSFIELD
MILL BUILDING
OFFICE SPACE

Your business is too small
to do IT right. Right?
Wrong.

Learn more!

One of many historical
properties we protect
every day.
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RSVP to 413-662-5409 or online:

mcla.edu/degreecompletion
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Youth rise to the challenge at Berkshire Earth Expo
BY JUDY EDDY
The phrase “think globally, act locally” is attributed to the early days of the
environmental movement and continues to
be widely used today to guide our thinking and our actions. But, apparently, the
concept itself can be traced to the early
1800s and a man named Patrick Geddes.
A biologist, sociologist, town planner
and philanthropist, Geddes not only had a
broader view than his contemporaries, but
also believed in working with the environment, versus working against it. He was
wise indeed, because today we are learning the harsh lesson that working against
the environment brings climate disruption
and species extinction – as consumerism,
extractive practices and ever-growing human populations imperil our future.
While the need to address these threats
transcends generational barriers, it is
young people who are standing up and
speaking out more and more on the subject of climate and environmental justice,
and the complex web of human activity
that needs to change, and change now.
Here in the Berkshires, an example
of youth leading the way on these vital
issues is being showcased at the Fourth
Annual Berkshire Earth Expo, where local
students will work together with businesses and community groups to tackle the
“Cooler Communities Challenge.”
For the past three years, Living the
Change Berkshires has been a leading organizer of the Berkshire Earth Expo, a climate
and sustainability fair focused on energy
efficiency, healthy living, climate resilience
and the preservation of nature. Each year,
the Expo has grown in size and impact,
with a total of over 1,200 people attending.
This year, we’re holding it on April 6
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Boys and
Girls Club of the Berkshires on Melville

BerkShares Business of the Month

A

lmost forty years ago, newly-married Joe Roy Sr. was making a good living from servicing vending machines throughout Berkshire county when a sudden back injury put him out of work.
Joe was given an opportunity to prove himself in a new line of work when a friend offered him
a job in sales at his new flooring store. Joe didn’t know the first thing about floor coverings, but after a
few seminars and successful sales he surmounted the steep learning curve. He quickly learned, however,
that the money was in installation— anyone could walk into a big-box home improvement store and
pick out their own flooring, but you needed to hire someone to put it in. Joe, by then a floor covering
expert, decided in 1983 to open up a business specializing in sales and installation of custom flooring in
his hometown of West Stockbridge— aptly named The Floor Store on Main Street.
Originally located above the Public
Market, The Floor Store moved next
door a few years later into the “Phoenix
Building,” a building that Joe Sr. had
built “from the ashes” of the burneddown Miss Ruby’s Restaurant. The
newest building on Main Street to this
day, The Floor Store is easily recognizable by the mosaic tile sign that hangs
above the front door. Inside, slabs of
tile, planks of hardwood, and carpet
squares line the walls. There’s even a
section of vinyl flooring right as you
walk in the front door to prove to skeptics that today’s vinyl is not the 1970’s
vinyl of their nightmares.
The Floor Store
12 Main Street, West Stockbridge, MA 01266 (413) 232-7175

The Floor Store is a true “mom and
pop” business, especially because son
Joe Jr. and wife Mary are gearing up to take over for dad Joe Sr. and mom Anne. These days, Joe Sr.
handles sales while Joe Jr. coordinates installation and Anne does the bookkeeping while Mary oversees
ordering, but, in a true family business fashion, it’s all hands on deck when necessary. Even Joe Jr. and
Mary’s two young sons can be found at the office learning the ropes.
At the Floor Store, the “Joe Roys” (as they’re known) pride themselves on providing a complete startto-finish service and offering the best products available. Over the years they’ve sought out safe and
environmentally friendly products like phthalate-free carpet and renewable bamboo wood flooring.
They’ve also made a point of sourcing regionally milled lumber and stock hardwood that has been
grown and harvested sustainably throughout Appalachia. If they could get it any closer, they would,
but in the face of globalization the industry has become more vertically integrated and it’s difficult to
source lumber from the Berkshires at an appropriate scale and price. Unfortunately, Joe Jr. says that
flooring doesn’t always take priority in home improvement budgets and people will usually go for the
less expensive option.

Even still, local comes first at The Floor Store. Although second-home owners account for the majority of their clientele, it’s the year-round local population that, as Joe Jr. says, “keep the lights on in the
winter.” Having both been raised in West Stockbridge, Joe Sr. and Joe Jr. understand the implications
of keeping money circulating throughout the region and have accepted BerkShares at the store since
day one. They don’t see many cash sales, but Joe Sr. says that they accept BerkShares at The Floor Store
because, “Anyone who is helping increase the visibility of the Berkshires is helping everyone in it.” He
And BerkShares are just another tool to make the local economy even stronger.

more stories like this one at www.berkshares.org

Judy Eddy is a
member of Living the
Change Berkshires, a
board member of the
Berkshire Environmental Action Team (BEAT)
and a long-time environmental protection
and wildlife advocate.
Street in Pittsfield. And the Cooler Communities Challenge promises to make it
more engaging and impactful than ever.
The guiding goal of the Cooler Communities Challenge is to measurably
reduce our community’s collective carbon
footprint, make it more beautiful, and save
residents money. It features collaboration
between schools, businesses and the community at large to achieve this shared goal.
Living the Change Berkshires, a volunteer
group focused on climate change of which
I am a member, has been working since
last summer to introduce this promising
new model to the Berkshires.

Youth engagement

The Cooler Community Challenge
is based on a successful model called
“Cooler Concord” developed by the Concord Sustainability Committee in 2017.
It launched with the Cooler Concord Fair
at Concord Carlisle High School, which
brought together around 1,000 residents
and featured exhibits and workshops to
highlight energy- and cost-saving opportunities for residents. The year-long effort
resulted in the community reducing their
carbon emissions by 700,000 pounds.
The Berkshire effort is the second manifestation of the broader Cooler Communities initiative that is working to bring the
model to communities across Massachusetts and beyond.
Adapting the model to the Berkshires is
a challenge all its own, with our region’s
wide geography and multiple school districts. We have been fortunate to receive
grant funding from the Harold Grinspoon
Charitable Foundation and the New England Grassroots Environment Fund, and
guidance from Flying Cloud Institute. The
event will bring students and their teachers, local sustainable and clean-energy
businesses, and diverse community groups
together to help visitors learn about and
sign up for energy-saving incentives and
rebates, solar power and community solar,
fossil-fuel-free investing, and many other
sustainable living techniques.
As in years past, the Expo will be a
“one-stop shopping” experience for all
things energy and climate – making it
easy and fun to participate, no matter your
background or income. And it will be a
family fun day, with arts and crafts and
other activities for all ages. Flying Deer
Nature Center will be conducting nature
crafts with children. WordXWord, a local
spoken-word group celebrating diversity
and the transformative power of words,
has created a competition for youth to
write and perform their spoken word
poems at the Expo. There will be presentations and, of course, healthy, delicious
food. And the Berkshire Earth Expo is a
no-plastics, no-waste event; Lee Greener

Gateway Committee, Berkshire Compost,
and Recycling Works will handle compostable and recyclable materials from the
fair. And, of course, admission is free!
What is unique about the Cooler Communities Challenge is that it showcases
young people’s interest and engagement
with climate change and their environment. This alone is worth celebrating.
Youth are inheriting this earth, they are
aware of the precarious global conditions
that prevail, and they are working on solutions with their usual enthusiasm, joy and
hope. We’ve all got our work cut out for
us to secure a stable future for them, and
we can go far to bolster their efforts with
our own.
The work youth are doing in the schools
and their communities to solve society’s
problems is impressive and important, but
I would venture to say that most people
in our community don’t know about it.
And that’s natural, because once your
children leave the school system, or if you
don’t have young people in your family,
you have either never connected with the
schools or you shift your focus when your
children move on with their lives. The
Berkshire Earth Expo provides a space for
us all to connect the dots – and connect
with each other – to celebrate the vision,
energy and achievement of youth, and take
much-needed action to tread more lightly
on the earth.
Participating schools include: Muddy
Brook Elementary, Bard Academy at
Simon’s Rock, and Bard College at Simon’s Rock in Great Barrington; Taconic
High and Miss Hall’s School in Pittsfield;
Wahconah High School in Dalton; and The
Darrow School in New Lebanon, N.Y.
Participating vendors and organizations
include: 350mass Berkshires, Ampion
Community Solar, BCAC, Berkshire
Compost, Berkshire Environmental Action Team (BEAT) and No Fracked Gas
in Mass (NFGiM), Berkshire Natural
Resources Council, Berkshire Photovoltaic Systems (BPVS), Citizens Climate
Lobby, Center for EcoTechnology offering
the Mass Solar Access program, Climate
Action Now of Western Massachusetts,
ener-G-save, Flying Cloud Institute,
Flying Deer Nature Center, Green Fire
Press, Greenagers, Hoffman Bird Club,
Lee Greener Gateway Committee, Mass
Audubon, Northeast Solar, Pittsfield Green
Commission, Progressive Asset Management, Regeneration Massachusetts,
WordXWord, Working Cities, and more.
Electric vehicles will be demonstrated
along with a PEBL microcar e-bike.
We plan to track the accomplishments
and outcomes of the challenge, reflecting
all the pledges and actions people undertake at the Expo to demonstrate the power
of community working together toward
shared common goals. There is no end to
what we can do together.
As an extra incentive, visitors will earn
points for each action taken. The number
of points earned collectively will determine the size of a donation Living the
Change will make to Berkshire Children
and Families.
Please mark your calendar for April 6
and prepare to take the challenge!◆
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commentary
‘PITTSFIELD PROSPERS’

Join us in effort
to foster pride in
city we call home
BY VIRGINIA (FISHER) O’LEARY
I grew up in Pittsfield in the 1940s and
’50s. The city of my youth was a vibrant
one. As The General Electric flourished
here, so did the many residents who were
either employed there, or in businesses that
supported our major employer. Buses ran
from Elm Street to North Street, and after
school I took my nickel bus ticket and rode
to the Girl’s Club, where I took art classes
and learned to knit. When my classes
were over I walked to my father’s office
on Wendell Avenue and waited for a ride
for supper. On Saturdays my friends and
I explored the woods and fished (unsuccessfully) in Sacket Brook. I sold Girl
Scout cookies door to door. I hiked Mount
Greylock with my church youth group and
gobbled down those square cheeseburgers
on toast at Friendly’s. And, I dreamed of the
many faraway places I read about in books
I took out of the Berkshire Athenaeum.
When I left for college in Pennsylvania,
I announced that Pittsfield was too small
for me and I was off to see the world.
I have done that, and three years ago
I returned to Pittsfield to live – having
spent the intervening almost six decades
teaching social psychology in a number
of public universities. After my father
sold his architectural firm to Steve Barry
and his brother, John, I had little reason to
visit since my parents moved to a warmer
climate. I did, however, come back for
a summer week in the early 2000s, and
when I drove down North Street I wept.
England Brothers was gone, as was the

Virginia (Fisher)
O’Leary is the founder
of Pittsfield Prospers.
She can be reached at
413-418-0063.

train station and the Busy Bee. So many
storefronts were empty, and so many
buildings were in need of repair.
But, drawn by the wonderful music,
theater and dance, I rented a small cottage
in Becket for the summer in 2010. I moved
back permanently in 2015. I was delighted
to see clear evidence of change on North
Street, but I was dismayed by the many
negative comments I heard as I moved
about the county.
In the winter of 2017 I sat next to a
woman from Lenox at a community event.
She asked me if I knew many millennials
and said that she was tired of hearing and
reading of all the millennials who were
leaving the Berkshires. That conversation
led us to begin a group connecting older
Berkshire residents with millennials. We
held our first meeting of the Intergenerational Connection a year later, in January
of 2018, and celebrated our first anniversary two months ago. We have learned a
great deal from each other: how much we
have in common and how different we are.
I began to think about how I might
use my skills to contribute to my hometown – a home that I have, to my surprise,
rediscovered. I realized that teaching about
attitudes and attitude change had application to the task of changing the narrative
about Pittsfield.
Pittsfield cannot prosper until we get out
from the memory of the departure of GE
and mobilize our individual and collective
resources to move forward. Pittsfield can
prosper, and together we can change the

narrative. Once I had the idea, I needed
been my compass…. It’s comfortable, it’s
to find a way to make it a reality. I am
rewarding, it’s not perfect, but it’s home.”
retired so I have time. I am not running for
Wynton – “Pittsfield’s Prosperous
anything, and I cannot be fired.
Poodle” – was introduced as the iniSo, on Feb. 20, Pittsfield Prospers was
tiative’s mascot. He will be touring
launched at an afterPittsfield this spring,
Pittsfield can prosper,
noon get-together genstopping to greet his
erously sponsored by
canine and human
and together we can
Proprietor’s Lodge.
friends. He will be
change the narrative.
This is an all-volunteer,
wearing his coat feacommunity-based effort to foster pride in
turing the Pittsfield Prospers logo. You
Pittsfield by sharing our positive stories
can follow his journeys on our website,
and countering naysayers by offering a
PittfieldProspers.com.
different lens. Our perspective regarding
City residents and supporters are
our City is summarized in the Pittsfield
encouraged to sign the Pittsfield Prospers
Prospers Pledge:
Pledge, which they can do at a variety of
community events including Third ThursI believe in a better future for Pittsdays. Short video recordings of positive
field. I believe in its capacity to grow,
stories as well as print comments will be
adapt, and thrive.
distributed via social media.
I respect its history and the work of
The success of this effort will be meathe many local people and organizasured by the positive stories broadcast or
tions helping the City to prosper.
published; by the Instagram, Snapchat,
I support the champions of PittsFacebook, and website views and shares;
field’s past, present and future, regardby the Pittsfield Prospers Pledges signed,
less of religion, race, gender or class.
and by the volunteers involved in the
I commit to fostering pride in our
initiative and contributions received.
City by finding and sharing posiLooking ahead, a lunch-and-learn
tive stories with friends, family and
series about resilience and thriving at the
acquaintances.
individual and community level at the
I do this to celebrate Pittsfield.
Berkshire Athenaeum is under development as well as a fall OLLI at BCC course
About 75 people representing every
on the same topic. An occasional series of
segment of the City, ages 10 months to
public conversations with representatives
78, attended the launch. Over 30 people
of mid-sized American cities that have
signed the pledge. And, when asked to
thrived when faced with declining populawrite down what they most treasured
tions, the loss of jobs and/or impact from
about Pittsfield during the program, the
natural disasters is being planned.
majority wrote something about the comThe Pittsfield Fourth of July Parade will
munity, the natural beauty that surrounds
feature the presence of Pittsfield Prospers
us, and/or the arts and culture. Launch
Promoters and supporters, wearing pins
attendee Deborah Tart, speaking about the
displaying the logo and carrying banners.
things she most treasures about Pittsfield,
Pittsfield has so much promise. Join us
said: “Pittsfield is me. To not believe in
in working to fulfill it. For more informaPittsfield is like not believing in myself,
tion email contact@PittsfieldProspers.com
or being afraid of myself…. [W]hat I
or visit the Pittsfield Prospers page on
have taken in from Pittsfield has always
Facebook or call 413-418-0063.◆

Free Special Panel Discussion
Sharing solutions about hiring and keeping
valuable employees in a tough marketplace.
Doors open at 3:30 pm, Attendees are invited to
network after the panel.

Drinks and refreshments will be served
Model Farm at 161 Main Street, Dalton, MA
To register click Upcoming Events at aimnet.org
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people on the move

The Mahaiwe Performing Arts Center’s board
of directors has elected a new board chair and slate
of officers for 2019, as well as added three new
board members. Margaret Deutsch was elected
chair, succeeding Maggie Buchwald who held
the position for six years and will continue to
serve on the board as past chair. Also elected to
the board executive committee were Alan Jaffe
and Mandy Pieczarka as vice chairs, Jeffrey
Cohen as treasurer, Ron Ashendorf as clerk, and
Lola Jaffe as founder. The new board members
are Barbara Cutler, Benjamin Liptzin, MD,
and Judd Shoval.
Hancock Shaker Village has announced the
appointment of Kenneth Pendery Jr. to its board
of trustees. Pendery has been a key leader of First
Watch Restaurants, headquartered in University
Park, Fla., for over 30 years, currently serving
as executive chairman of the board. Pendery and
his wife Jenny became acquainted with Hancock
Shaker Village during visits to Williams College,
where their sons completed undergraduate work.

$PSQPSBUF&WFOUT5SBEF4IPXT
&YQPTJUJPOT1SPEVDU4IPXDBTFT

MovieQuiet Generators

Temporary power without the noise
or nuisance - for special events, working in
noise-sensitive environments,
film/video locations.
t4UBHF&WFOU
-JHIUJOH
t4UBHF3FOUBMT
t1JQF%SBQF
t3JHHJOH4PMVUJPOT
t(FOFSBUPST

Limelight Productions, Inc
1MFBTBOU4USFFU -FF ."

1-413-243-4950

www.LimelightProductions.com

Patricia Begrowicz,
president and co-owner
of Onyx Specialty Papers
Inc. in Lee, will be this
year’s recipient of the
“She Knows Where She’s
Going” Award. Girls Inc.
of the Berkshires, a core
program of the Gladys
Allen Brigham Community Center, has presented
Begrowicz
the award annually since
1990 to recognize the achievements of women in
the Berkshires and the contributions they make
to the community and as role models for girls
and young women. Begrowicz has worked in the
paper industry for over 30 years, with roles in
process engineering, research and development,
operations, business development and executive
management. In 2009, she and her business partner
purchased the assets of the former MeadWestvaco
Specialty Paper Division and formed Onyx,
which manufactures specialty papers serving a
wide range of global markets. The award will
be presented to Begrowicz during the Ruth P.
Boraski Celebration Evening to benefit programs
of Girls Inc. of the Berkshires on May 2 at the
Colonial Theater.
Vermont Gov. Philip
Scott has appointed Paul
Harsch III to the Vermont
Real Estate Commission,
a seven-member board
created by the legislature
to administer the laws for
the real estate profession
in the state of Vermont.
The appointment is for an
initial five-year term, with
Harsch
an option to continue for
a second five-year term at the discretion of the
governor. Harsch, whose real estate career spans 44
years, is a licensed real estate broker in Vermont,
Massachusetts and New York, representing buyers
and sellers of a wide variety of real estate including residential, commercial, land and businesses.
He founded and is president of Harsch Properties
Inc., doing business as Harsch Associates, with
offices at 311 Main St., Williamstown. He is also
a licensed Massachusetts real estate instructor
and founded the Berkshire Real Estate School.

Allendale Shopping Center
Retail & Commercial Space Available
SIZES & OPTIONS TO SUIT YOUR BUSINESS

Convenient Free Parking • Bus Stop at Entrance • Flexible Lease Terms
FOR LEASING INFORMATION CONTACT:

Glenn Langenback • Property Manager

Tel: 413-236-5957 • Cell: 413-464-4211 • GLangenback@verizon.net

Allison Bedard, CPA
has been named a shareholder and director at
Adelson & Company PC.
Bedard joined the Pittsfield accounting firm in
2010, and in 2015 was
promoted to manager of
the company’s audit department, specializing in
audits of not-for-profit orBedard
ganizations, commercial
entities and pension plans. She currently oversees
several corporate, not-for-profit, and employee
benefit plan audit engagements and assists with
the firm’s high wealth tax compliance services.
Southwestern Vermont
Health Care (SVHC) has
announced the appointments of Dimitri Garder
and Carol Conroy, DNP,
RN, CENP, to its board
of trustees. Garder is
co-founder and CEO of
Global-Z International, a
data management company serving global brands
Garder
for the past 30 years. He is
active in community development in southwestern
Vermont, including roles as co-founder and a
director of The Lightning Jar, a co-working space
and business incubator located in Bennington,
and founder of The Bennington Idea Fund, a
micro-grant fund focused
on economic advancement and poverty alleviation projects. Conroy is a
consultant at Healthcare
Excellence Unlimited in
Arlington, Vt., a company
she founded in 2017. She
worked at SVHC as vice
president for operations
and chief nursing officer
Conroy
for eight years. Previously, Conroy served in nursing leadership roles
at Caritas Christie Healthcare, Nashoba Valley
Medical Center, and Boston Medical Center.
Ilene Marcus has been hired as director of
development at Berkshire United Way, where she
will be responsible for developing engagement
strategies and leading fund-raising efforts to increase revenue, ensuring the organization’s ability
to invest in quality programs to build a stronger
community. Marcus joins the organization with
more than 30 years of experience in social service
programs, policy development, operations and revenue generation. Prior to joining Berkshire United
Way, she founded Aligned Workplace where she
consulted on creating revenue generating teams.
She also served as chief strategy officer of the Met
Council, where she grew the organization’s major
gifts campaign from $3 million to $8 million annually and increased grant revenue by 33 percent.
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The Berkshire Museum has hired Bridget
Rigas as its chief engagement officer. Rigas
has over 20 years of experience in fund-raising,
donor engagement, and management of cultural
and educational organizations, most recently as
the director of development at MASS MoCA in
North Adams. Her experience also includes serving on several community boards and committees,
where she has gained expertise on strategic planning, organizational assessment, and community
engagement. As chief engagement officer, Rigas
will be responsible for all aspects of fund development, and will also oversee communications and
community engagement.
Berkshire Health Systems has announced the
appointment of Tracy
Hagerty, MD, to the medical staff of Berkshire Medical Center and the physician staff of Cardiology
Professional Services of
BMC, where she is accepting new patients in need
of cardiology services.
Hagerty
Hagerty is board certified
in internal medicine and cardiovascular disease, and
was fellowship trained in cardiovascular disease
and electrophysiology. She comes to the Berkshires
after serving with French Hospital and Sierra Vista
Regional Medical Center in California. She previously worked at Sells Indian Hospital, the Federal
Bureau of Prisons, Northwest Medical Center and
Southern Arizona VA Healthcare, all in Arizona.
Suzanne Heggie Werner has joined the board
of Shaker Museum Mount Lebanon. Werner,
who moved to Hillsdale, N.Y., in 2016 to raise
alpaca at Green River Hollow Farm, is the owner
(along with her husband, Robert Werner) of Fluff
Alpaca, a shop in Hudson, N.Y., that sells clothing and textiles made from alpaca fiber. Werner
practiced law and taught English for many years
before joining the Central Intelligence Agency
in 2001, where she worked first in the Office of
General Counsel and later served as the branch
chief of the Chinese language branch of the East
Asia Division in the Directorate of Operations.
Robert Tarnas, MD,
a physician at SVMC
Pownal Campus, a part of
Southwestern Vermont
Health Care (SVHC)
and Southwestern Vermont Medical Center
(SVMC), has been elected as SVMC’s chair of
the Family Medicine
Department. Tarnas has
Tarnas
worked at the practice
since 2015 and has been a member of the SVMC
medical staff since 1985. He was the leader of
the medical team at SVMC ExpressCare when it
opened in February 2015.

ALLENDALE SHOPPING CENTER • 5 CHESHIRE ROAD • SUITE 60 • PITTSFIELD, MA 01201

LORITA TROMBLY
Branch Manager
lee, MA | NMLS# 1113957

HOME SWEET EQUITY
Home Equity Lines of Credit

leebank.com | lee | stockbridge | great barrington | Lenox | pittsfield | 413-243-0177
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TJ Elder is the newest
addition to the Burnham
Gold Real Estate team
in Williamstown. Born
in Cheshire and raised
in Williamstown, Elder
brings over 18 years of
sales and leadership experience in large companies
and small partnerships
to his new role with the
Elder
agency. Through his
knowledge of the area and the positive relationships he has developed throughout the county,
Elder will focus on making home-buying or
home-selling less stressful and more satisfying
for the agency’s clients.
The Southern Berkshire Chamber of Commerce
board has announced its slate of officers for 2019.
Serving as president is Julie Hannum, director
of off-campus sites for Berkshire Community
College. Serving as vice president is Michelle
Derr, director of CHP Family Services as well
as director of the Women, Infants and Children’s
program in Great Barrington. Serving as treasurer
is Spring Burke, a mortgage professional with
Salisbury Bank. Serving as clerk is Phyllis Webb,
vice president of operations of Magic Fluke
Company in Sheffield. Serving as board member
at large is Bob Climo, owner of Great Barrington
Bagel Company.
Southwestern Vermont
Medical Center (SVMC)
has announced that Ivette
Guttmann, MD, a sports
medicine specialist, has
joined SVMC Orthopedics and DartmouthHitchcock Putnam Physicians. Guttmann completed fellowship training
in primary care sports
Guttmann
medicine at Albany Medical Center in New York in 2013. She is certified
by the American Board for both pediatrics and
primary care sports medicine. Guttmann will be
practicing in Bennington, at SVMC Northshire
Campus in Manchester Center, and Twin Rivers
Medical in Hoosick Falls, N.Y., and is accepting
new patients.
WAM Theatre has announced the appointment
of four new board members: Carolyn Butler,
Margaret Fluhr, Ellen Ring and Diane Scott.
Butler brings more than 20 years of experience
in the not-for-profit sector as a fund-raiser, board
member and volunteer in the areas of arts, culture
and social services. Fluhr has more than 37 years
of experience as a clinical social worker working
to stop child abuse and neglect. She has been an
active supporter of the arts, including theater,
classical music and dance. Scott is an associate
professor in arts management and chair of the Fine
and Performing Arts Department at the Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts in North Adams. She
specializes in creative and fine arts entrepreneurship, management, and organizational behavior.
Ring has spent the last 30 years in various areas
of retail. In 2005 she started her own retail jewelry
business, Ellen L Ring Ltd, specializing in buying and selling fine second-hand jewelry, which
she runs online and across the country selling at
antiques shows. These new board members join
newly elected Board President Wendy Healey,
Vice President Arwen Lowbridge, Secretary
Lynn Festa and WAM co-founder and Artistic
Director Kristen van Ginhoven to lead the
Berkshire-based company into its second decade.

Berkshire Bank has announced the appointment of Tammy Zaiko, CFP, as vice president
and wealth business development officer, and
John Chandler, JD, CTFA, as vice president
and wealth advisor. Both Zaiko and Chandler will
serve in the Capital District region, and will be
tasked with business development and expanding
the bank’s footprint in New York. Zaiko brings
30 years of experience in trusts and investments,
most recently serving as senior vice president at
Ballston Spa National Bank where she focused
on business development. Chandler has over 20
years of experience in trust administration, client
relationship management and financial planning.
He most recently served as senior trust officer at
Ballston Spa National Bank.
Zachary Ziemba, CPA
has been named associate
manager of audit services
at Adelson & Company
PC, an accounting firm
in Pittsfield specializing
in audit, tax and advisory
services. Ziemba has been
with the firm since 2014.
He assists and supervises
a number of accounting
Ziemba
and auditing engagements,
from small to large complex audit engagements of
closely held businesses, not-for-profit organizations, and governmental agencies with specialized
reporting requirements and challenges.
Berkshire Community College (BCC) has
announced the following staff additions and
appointments. Ellis Richardson has been hired
as director of safety and security. Richardson, a
retired chief of police for Hudson, N.Y., brings
an extensive law enforcement background with
a community-building mindset. He most recently
worked as the public safety sergeant for Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute. Dave Moran, who was the
director of facilities at the college, has taken on
the role of building maintenance supervisor II.
This position combines the responsibilities of
electrician II with other essential maintenance
duties. Audrey Sussman has been selected as
BCC’s first adjunct faculty fellow. Sussman has
been an adjunct instructor of culinary arts at the
college for 16 years. The adjunct faculty fellow
position, which started this spring semester, was
created to enrich support for adjunct faculty and
help connect them with campus resources. Frank
Schickor, who was a life sciences faculty member
at the college, has accepted the role as interim dean
of business, science, mathematics and technology
after the unexpected passing of Charles Kaminski
in January, who previously served in that role.
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Experience provides perspective

W

hat you see differs from how you see.
When experience encourages you to
recognize details others may miss, you gain a
perspective that can make a difference.
Have a conversation with our managing
director, Gary Schiff, and his team at October
Mountain Financial Advisors.

103 West Park Street
Lee, MA 01238
(413) 243-4331
www.octobermountainfa.com
St. Germain Investment Management operates as
October Mountain Financial Adviosrs in the Berkshires.

Member SEC, FINRA, SiPC

Amanda Goewey,
vice president and
Berkshire regional
branch manager at Salisbury Bank, has been selected for recognition as
a “New Leader in Banking” by the Connecticut Bankers Association
(CBA) in conjunction
with Connecticut BankGoewey
ing magazine. Bankers
throughout Connecticut were asked to nominate
their peers for the leadership award, based on criteria of being an outstanding employee, manager
or business leader, and making a notable impact
within their bank and community. Nominations
were vetted by an independent panel of judges,
who selected Goewey and 12 other individuals
for recognition.◆

Meet, set, exceed your goals | We’ll handle the details...

Group room
rates & catering
available

Flexible planning &
pricing for your specific
meeting requirements

Hilton Honors
Planner points

445 Pittsfield Rd.

Lenox

413-499-1111

EXTRA-ORDINARY OPPORTUNITY
IN BEAUTIFULLY CRAFTED
TIMBER-FRAME 5,000 SQ. FT.
LIGHT FILLED BUILDING IN
SHEFFIELD. EVENT SPACE, LIVE/
WORK, CONDOS.
(Business is not for sale)

MLS# 224014/MLS# 224015
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BERKSHIRE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Organizational changes taking shape for workforce development programs
BY JOHN TOWNES
In an organizational realignment, Berkshire
Community College (BCC) is bringing two
basic aspects of its educational mission and
offerings more closely together.
Under the initiative, BCC’s non-credit
workforce development courses and
programs will be consolidated under the
administration of its for-credit academic
programs.
While many of the changes are behindthe-scenes, they are intended to improve the
efficiency and content of BCC’s workforce
development offerings. The realignment is
also intended to make workforce development more financially sustainable for the
college.
“The goal is to reach the community
more effectively and to create high-quality
content for workforce development that is
responsive to the needs and goals of work-

ers and employers in the Berkshires,” said
these programs is to provide workers with
Jennifer Berne, BCC’s vice president of
opportunities to update and expand their
academic affairs.
knowledge and training in skills within their
Berne noted that, while there are areas
occupations, while also meeting the need of
of overlap, for-credit
employers for a work“Workforce development force that is equipped
and non-credit courses
have different roles.
for the requirements of
is a vital part of our role
As a community colindustries.
and mission, so we had to their
lege, BCC’s academic
“Up until now, there
find a way to make it more was a certain remove
programs are oriented
to students who are
between academic
financially sustainable.”
pursuing a degree to
courses and workforce
either directly enter a profession or transfer
development,” said Berne. “We handled
to another college or university for a higher
for-credit courses as one separate area and
degree. These courses provide academic
non-credit workforce courses as another.
credit towards that.
This led to a lack of coherence. Now we are
Workforce development, on the other
aligning them more closely.”
hand, is primarily oriented to training in
The change will also place the focus
specific professional and vocational skills
of workforce development on three prithat are not connected to college credits
mary sectors of the Berkshire economy:
or academic advancement. The role of
healthcare, advanced manufacturing, and
hospitality.
The transition includes staffing changes.
The position of dean of community engagement, education and workforce development,
currently held by Jill Sasso Curtis, is being
eliminated. The positions of three other
staff members who also were responsible
for workforce development programs are
also being cut.
A new position, dean of business and
outreach, is being created. This person holding this position will be responsible both for
the college’s for-credit business education
programs, and for non-credit workforce
development and continuing education.
“We’ve had one dean only for workforce
development and another dean for business
and science, technology, engineering and
math (STEM) for-credit courses,” explained
Berne.” Now that is being shifted so one dean
will be responsible for both business education and workforce development.”
In a related change, the college’s STEM
courses and programs – which were under
the umbrella of the business department – are
being placed under a separate department
and dean.
Berne added that, while workforce development will now be technically within the
business department, there will also be collaboration with other academic departments,
including the STEM subjects.

Originally, the position of dean of business and outreach was to be held by Charles
Kaminski, formerly dean of business, science, mathematics and technology at BCC.
However, on Jan. 6 he died of an apparent
heart attack while on a trip to Colombia.
The college is currently conducting a
search for candidates for the new dean of
business and outreach position.
Berne said the goal is to fill the new position
and formally implement the changes by July.
She added that the specifics of staffing
the administrative positions for workforce
development will be determined by the new
dean after that role is filled.
The college is also conducting a search
for a person to fill the position of dean of
science, technology, engineering and math.

Sustainability, relevance

Berne noted that two basic factors led to
the changes.
One was the need to make workforce
development more financially viable for the
college through greater efficiencies and less
duplication of functions.
“Financially, our non-credit workforce
development program was not performing
as it should,” she said. “The financial outcomes have not been robust as they need
to be. Workforce development is a vital
part of our role and mission, so we had
to find a way to make it more financially
sustainable.”
The other factor was to ensure that the
offerings would be relevant and useful to
businesses and workers.
“We were looking at what the business
community needed, and how we can be
more responsive to that,” Berne said. “The
goal is also to give employers and workers
confidence that the content will be of high
quality.”
One advantage of the new structure, she
noted, is the increased interaction between
the college’s faculty and its workforce development program.
“What we want to do is make sure workforce development has professional faculty,”
she said. “We’ve always had some college
faculty involved in non-credit workforce
development to an extent. This new structure
will increase the ability to draw on that.”
“It also opens up more possibilities for a
hybrid of academics and workforce development,” she added. “It will make it more
efficient to take our for-credit offerings and
translate them into non-credit workforce
development courses.”
In addition, Berne said, there will be more
accountability of workforce programs, in
terms of measuring their effectiveness and
benefits for workers and employers. “We’ll be
looking carefully at the outcomes, and what
works and what doesn’t,” she said.
This realignment is being done in coordination with other workforce development
activities and strategies in the public, private
and educational sectors.
For example, Berne said, the emphasis on
the healthcare, advanced manufacturing, and
hospitality industries reflects the recently
released Berkshire Blueprint 2.0, which
included those sectors among the primary
drivers of the region’s economy (see related
story on page 18).
“We’re focused on those sectors that the
Berkshire Blueprint identified as the most
prominent segments of the economy of the
Berkshires,” she said.
BCC is also a partner in the Berkshire
Innovation Center (BIC), a membership
organization that supports manufacturing
and technology businesses, which is currently constructing a new headquarters in the
William Stanley Business Park in Pittsfield
(November 2018 and March 2019 BT&C).
BIC’s mission includes an emphasis on
workforce training and development.
“That presents exciting opportunities,”
said Berne. “Our dean of business and outreach will be working with BIC to identify
the needs of businesses, and will then come
back to the faculty at BCC to develop noncredit workforce development programs in
collaboration with that.”◆
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Project’s pop-up phase
continued from page 1
The Tyler Street Lab @ 730 is currently
the primary focus of the group, but they also
have an overall goal of putting vacant spaces
in the area to new uses.
The organizers’ stated goal for the project
is to “activate a space with community programming, with priority given to activities
focused on youth development, healthy food/
nutrition, small business development, entrepreneurship, and performance and visual art.”
The Tyler Street Lab has a six-month lease
with the building’s owner, Milltown Capital.
The lease began in January and continues
through June. The project’s organizers and
Milltown Capital will subsequently determine the feasibility of the arrangement and
Organizers of the Tyler Street Lab have a short-term lease for the 4,300-square-foot building that was the
whether it will lead to a longer-term lease.
former home of a plumbing supply business. Over the next few months they will promote the use of its varied
Over the past two months organizers and
facilities by community groups, start-up businesses and others to gauge the project’s long-term potential.
other volunteers have been preparing the
space with necessary basic renovations.
the center and its free activities through a
fund-raising activities. In March they launched
Members of the collaboration are also rentcombination of office rentals, user fees for
a campaign seeking to raise $5,000 through the
ing office space there for various aspects of
common spaces, donations and other potenFundly online fund-raising website (https://
their own operations.
tial funding sources such as grants.
fundly.com/tyler-street-lab). In June, they plan
The March 23 Welcoming Party will
In addition to space for classes, meetings
to also conduct a state-supported campaign to
launch the public “pop-up” phase of the
and other activities, one purpose of the center
raise matching funds for a state grant.
project, with a family-oriented gathering
is to provide low-cost incubator space for
From pop-up to permanent?
that will include food and entertainment,
new organizations and appropriate start-up
Organizers say the goal is for the Tyler
featuring a drum circle with Otha Day and a
businesses. There will be different options
Street Lab to become a permanent community
performance by the Youth Alive Performing
and arrangements available.
space, but that will depend on a combination
Arts Step Dancers, among other activities.
“A group could rent an office or shared
of factors.
The event is free to the public.
space, and move out to something larger
Several similar pop-up community centers
This pop-up period will end on May 4, with
at some point when they’re ready for the
have been undertaken in other Massachusetts
other festivities being planned for that date.
next step,” Lauzon said. “It’s also possible
communities, said Fran Zarubick, chief of
During the pop-up phase, members of the
to have shared or flex spaces.” (For more
staff at Goodwill and administrative director
Tyler Street Lab will promote the facility and
information, contact Lauzon at tylerstreetof the Tyler Street Lab.
invite the use of select spaces, including its
lab@gmail.com.)
“The results have varied,” she said. “Some
community and media rooms, free of charge.
Goodwill has been providing training to
pop-ups were temporary, while others have
They will gauge the response and the market
members of the Tyler Street Lab in facilachieved a base for longevity. In Springfield
potential of each space.
ity management, grant writing and other
one was started and there was a very posiLive entertainment and performance
skills, so it can eventually be operated by
tive response. Based on that they applied for
events are also slated during this period.
participants.
501c3 status as a long-term organization.”
Lauzon
said- BTandC_Layout
the overall plan1is3/11/19
to support
Organizers
are also embarking on other
MARCH
2019
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Better Block outgrowth

The Tyler Street Lab is an outgrowth of
the TDI, a multifaceted state-funded program
that focuses on the economic revitalization
of the Tyler Street commercial corridor and
surrounding residential neighborhood (see
related story on page 14).
The origin of the Tyler Street Lab was the
Better Block Pittsfield, an event initiated by
the TDI in August 2017 as a real-life demonstration of the potential for revitalization
of Tyler Street (September 2017 BT&C).
For the Better Block, a community-based
collaboration of groups and individuals
organized a variety of temporary activities,
including a performance space in an unused
fire station and pop-up retails shops, gallery,
cafe and other activities in vacant spaces on a
block of Tyler Street. The results were unveiled
to the public as a street fair on Aug. 26, 2017.
One of the purposes of the Better Block
was to gain public feedback on activities
they would like to see on Tyler Street, to
help guide longer-term planning and goals
for the area.
“From that event, residents said they
believed a community center was needed
continued on page 15
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35 Railroad Street • Gt. Barrington, MA
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Zarubick said they will gauge the level
of interest in the Tyler Street Lab during the
pop-up phase.
“It’s still too early to know what will happen here,” she said. “We believe that the word
will get out from the Welcoming Party, and
the community will become engaged. What
happens from there will depend on the level
of public interest and support.”
Zarubick said Goodwill is enthusiastic
about the concept, and noted that the organization is planning to hold a series of
personal development classes for young
people in the space.
“We’re excited to be part of it,” she said.
“We see the possibility of great things here,
and it ties in with Goodwill’s work of serving
our community.”

SOL
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As TDI winds down, city looks to maintain momentum of revitalization
Officials say initiative
has had positive impact
on Tyler Street district
BY JOHN TOWNES
The city’s involvement in the Commonwealth Gateway Cities Transformative
Development Initiative (TDI), which began
in 2016, is ending in June.
However, the momentum of revitalization
in the Tyler Street business district and surrounding Morningside neighborhood will
continue, according to officials who have
worked on the wide-ranging initiative over
the past three years.
“The main role of a TDI is to establish collaborations, set a direction and support local
partners,” said Amewusika “Sika” Sedzro,
the TDI Fellow for Pittsfield. “Much has been
accomplished, and the community is well
placed to move forward with the projects and
initiatives that have been started.”
Pittsfield City Planner C.J. Hoss concurred, noting that the TDI has fostered
more coordination of the overall goal of
neighborhood improvement and economic
revitalization there.
“It has brought more focus and resources
into the neighborhood,” said Hoss. “Many
things have come together to illustrate the
city’s commitment to that neighborhood,
and we’re seeing tangible signs of progress
on many levels.”
The TDI is a program of MassDevelopment, the state’s finance and development
agency, to stimulate revitalization in designated Gateway Cities – those which have
populations between 35,000 and 250,000 and
median household incomes and rates of educational attainment below the state average.
Eligible cities apply for TDI status and
assistance for specific districts within them.

As a Gateway City, Pittsfield applied for the
Tyler Street and Morningside area, and was
accepted as one of the first 10 TDI cities.
A TDI lasts for a specific time period. The
Pittsfield TDI program started is 2016 and
expires in June. (The initial contract was
renewed to 2019 last year.}
The TDI designation made the district
eligible for a variety of support programs and
funding. This included a process to develop a
shared vision for the district and for specific
revitalization plans and projects.
MassDevelopment invests in the TDI
districts through a set of tools, including
technical economic development assistance,
real estate investments, small pilot grant
programs, and the services of experts such
as Sedzro.
The program works with cross-sector
partnerships to engage community members
in actionable planning, implementation of
local economic development initiatives, and
stimulation of public and private investment.

BMC to William Stanley Park

The area covered by the TDI extends along
Tyler Street east from Berkshire Medical
Center (BMC) to Woodlawn Avenue where it
becomes Dalton Avenue. It includes residential streets in Morningside to form a corridor
between the hospital and the William Stanley
Business Park.
Tyler Street is one of the city’s main
commercial streets. While it has numerous
businesses, including many successful ones,
it has had a high vacancy rate including some
visible eyesores, such as an abandoned gas
station.
Morningside is one of the lower-income
neighborhoods in the city and has struggled
with issues of poverty, crime, blight and
related problems.
There were many projects and initiatives
that preceded the TDI, such as the Tyler

LET’S
DO
LUNCH
Whether it’s a high stakes
meeting, a chance to escape
the office, or a simple lunch
date with friends, our redesigned
lunch experience is perfect for
those looking for a quick,
affordable, delicious option.
The revamped menu features many new
selections … timeless favorites … even an
increased emphasis on Vegan foods. The
next time someone says, “let’s do lunch”,
do it at Pittsfield’s coolest, most businessfriendly eatery – Eat on North.

297 north street, pittsfield
413.358.4741 hotelonnorth.com

Street Business Group, which has been active in business revitalization projects; and
the Morningside Initiative, a neighborhood
organization that works with residents, the
city government, and other stakeholders.
However, there was not a coordinated
framework or concrete vision shared by the
community and other stakeholders.
Sedzro and Hoss noted that TDI districts
are initially characterized by the level of
preparedness for revitalization that exists
when the program starts.
“Neighborhoods are either on the cusp of
change, or already in the process to varying
degrees,” said Sedzro. “In Pittsfield, the TDI
area was in the very early-stage planning.”
Sedzro said many collaborations were
created within the neighborhood and the city
government, and among organizations such
as the Tyler Street Business Group, Goodwill
Industries, the Pittsfield Economic Development Authority (PEDA), Morningside
Initiative, Berkshire Children and Families,
Be Well Berkshires (a program affiliated with
Berkshire Health Systems), and many others.
It has also worked with business and
property owners, and other private investors, such as David Carver, whose firm CT
Management Group is redeveloping the
former St. Mary’s church on Tyler Street for
market-rate housing.
Sedzro said initiatives supported by the
TDI have included a mix of larger projects and
initiatives, and individual specific actions.
“Public art and other smaller activities
within the district have helped to bring new
life and spirit there,” she said.
Other examples she cited include foodsecurity initiatives. “Several individual
projects are coming together to connect the
neighborhood with access to fresh food,”
she said.

Community vision

Because the district is considered in the
early stage of revitalization, one of the
priorities of the TDI was to bring together
government, neighborhood residents and
businesses, community groups and other
stakeholders to develop a shared set of goals
and a vision for the area.
This included creation of a Tyler Street
TDI Corridor Implementation Plan.
One early step was identifying the overall
challenges and opportunities within the TDI
district, along with common priorities. The
process included interviews and community
meetings. Professional consultants and other
experts were also retained.
The TDI also supported processes to
identify potential sites for public and private
development, or public/private projects, to
reduce blight and physically enhance the area.
The TDI also drew on previous research and
existing resources.
To help launch the TDI in February 2016,
MassDevelopment, the Tyler Street Business
Group, PEDA, and the City of Pittsfield sponsored an open house to gather the opinions,
ideas and goals of members of the public on
topics including housing and neighborhood
development, arts and culture, parks and
recreation, community and food resources,
and public transportation.
The city also engaged an environmental
planning class at Williams College in the
autumn of 2016. Students surveyed the conditions of every building/property within the
TDI district. This data was combined with
a GIS parcel file to provide an overview of
conditions within the neighborhood.
In a particularly prominent step in the
visioning process, the TDI supported the
Pittsfield Better Block, a one-day demonstration of the potential of Tyler Street with
pop-up stores, galleries and other activities
which was held on Aug. 26, 2017.
The project included in-kind or monetary
donations from the city, General Dynamics,
Greylock Federal Credit Union, Goodwill,
Berkshire Community College, Berkshire
Children & Families, Central Berkshire
Habitat, and the Berkshire Realtors, among
others.
Preparations engaged over 250 residents
in a Community Walk & Talk, Concept Plan,
and Build Week activities.

Among other results, this led to the formation of the Tyler Street Lab @ 730 (see
related story on page 1).

Increasing investment

Hoss said the TDI has had an important
role in creating a positive framework that
has helped to drive progress in neighborhood
improvement and economic revitalization in
a variety of ways.
“One of the primary purposes of the
TDI has been placemaking to stabilize and
revitalize the district, and encourage opportunities for housing diversity and other
development,” he said.
He cited increasing investor interest in
Morningside and Tyler Street as one tangible
indication of this.
“Because of certain perceptions about
Morningside, there had not been a lot of interest in investments there in the past,” Hoss said.
“But that’s changing. The redevelopment of St.
Mary’s for market-rate housing is probably the
most viable sign of this. However, if you look
at data such as real estate transactions, there
has been a steady increase in other purchases
of properties over the past several years, and
a notable uptick in the last year.”
Hoss said this trend is also reflected in
other ways. “In our office, we’ve been getting a lot more questions from business and
property owners about resources available for
development projects and property improvements there,” he said.
This dovetails with other city actions, he
added, such as an expansion of the area covered by the Housing Incentive Development
Program from downtown into the TDI area.
This provides tax incentives and other support
for the development of market-rate housing.
The TDI has also helped to set a context
for a major ongoing city project, a plan to
improve the streetscape and traffic controls
on Tyler Street. The city set this as a priority
several years ago, viewing it as an extension
of the improvements that were previously
made to North Street.
“Tyler Street is a long, straight roadway,
and cars tend to drive at faster speeds,” Hoss
explained. “That creates safety issues. Also,
drivers tend not to notice the business there.
The basic goal of the project is to slow traffic
somewhat, improve safety, and accommodate
pedestrians, bikes and public transportation
more.”
Hoss said the city has been conducting
design studies and has held public meetings
to develop a preliminary set of options. He
said they hope to hold a public meeting
soon to present the proposed options and
gain feedback. After that they will prepare
a final plan and pursue funding sources and
eventually prepare it for construction.
“With a project like this there are many
considerations that have to be taken into
account,” he said. “For example, we can’t
widen the street, so there will have to be
choices in certain sections between a bike
lane and on-street parking.”
The work of the TDI was an important
resource in the process, Hoss said. It provided
a backdrop of a larger vision for the corridor
based on all the surveys and input.
“The work to determine what the public
wants Tyler Street to look like and the type
of environment there has been very useful
in determining how the streetscape should
relate to that, and what the priorities should
be,” he said.
Sedzro, whose position ends with the TDI
contract, emphasized that the district will
continue to be eligible for funding and other
support for specific projects from MassDevelopment after the transition.
She summarized the current status of Tyler
Street and Morningside as being ready to
build on the initial progress that has been
made and increase the pace of revitalization
and neighborhood improvement over time.
“While it is still in the early stages, I’d say
the work of the TDI and its partners have been
very successful,” she said. “It has help to concentrate resources and focus, and has oriented
the area towards positive change. The bones
are there, and I’m confident the public and
private sectors and the overall community
will continue to move forward.”◆
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Lab for volunteers. (For more information,
contact Lauzon at 413-841-5841.)
Other initial tenants at the Tyler Street Lab
continued from page 13
include the Berkshire County Branch of the
NAACP civil rights organization; the Art of
Healing, a peer networking group focused on
in Morningside,” said Lauzon, who had
supporting young adults through art therapy;
participated in the Better Block. “A number
and Friends of the Eastside Greenway, a group
of the participants wanted to pursue that.
that advocates for a trail connection from
Goodwill provided an incubator space in
the Ashuwillticook Rail Trail in Lanesboro
their facility on Tyler Street. The TDI made
to downtown Pittsfield.
money available to rent this site.”
Another office is shared by several
Lauzon is among the current tenants of ofcommunity-oriented activities. New Generafice space at the Tyler Street Lab. She is chair
tion Global Ministries
of the Morningside
“The level of enthusiasm and JTE2 Productions,
Initiative, a 15-yearin collaboration with
old organization that
and energy on this
Youth Alive, offer inprovides a variety of
project is very high.”
terdisciplinary arts proservices, and is a liaigramming for youth called the Chill Zone.
son with the city, neighborhood, residents,
Another participant in the Tyler Street
and other organizations on neighborhood
Lab is Rose & Cole, a co-op transportation
improvement projects.
company which has an office in the building
As part of her activities at the Tyler Street
and hopes to establish a neighborhood transit
Lab, Lauzon is also organizing a program
center there.
called the BagShare Project. Adopted in a
Rose & Cole shares space with an affiliated
number of communities in western Massaorganization, Roots & Dreams & Mustard
chusetts, the initiative uses volunteer labor
Seeds, a mission-driven nonprofit whose
and donated sewing machines to reuse and
purpose is to empower and mobilize lowrepurpose materials that would otherwise be
income Berkshire residents in the creation
burned or landfilled to create durable shopping
of co-op businesses and the development of
totes that are distributed to area stores and used
co-op housing.
in place of disposable plastic or paper bags.
Terry Moore, who is a partner in Rose &
The BagShare Project was launched
Cole and co-organizer of Roots & Dreams &
several years ago by Leni Fried and Mike
Mustard Seeds, handles on-site management
Augspurger, residents of Cummington who
of the Tyler Street Lab.
are currently redeveloping the Old Stone Mill
“I envision this as an ensemble of notin Adams as zero-energy maker space (July
for-profit organizations and entrepreneurial
2018 BT&C). As part of that project, they
ventures that engage with the community to
coordinated a high-profile BagShare Project
foster cultural integration and positive youth
in the town of Adams in 2017 that resulted in
development,” said Moore.
the production of several thousand tote bags.
Like Moore, Lauzon believes the project
They are consulting with Lauzon on the
has a great deal of potential if the pieces come
Pittsfield BagShare Project, which is currenttogether and gain public support.
ly accepting donations of materials, sewing
“The level of enthusiasm and energy on
machines and grommet machines, and will
this project is very high,” she said. “This
be setting up collection bins around Pittsfield.
could be huge and could have a very positive
Organizers will be setting up work space and
impact for the community.”◆
having a training in April at the Tyler Street
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Tyler Street Lab tenants
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New HQ for Greenagers
continued from page 1
donated it to the organization for perpetual
preservation.
The Appalachian Trail runs along one edge
of the property, which is widely considered
to be one of the best surviving examples of
the region’s traditional farming landscape.
Situated on both sides of Route 41 with
expansive views, the property includes
several parcels under conservation, historic
preservation and agricultural protections.
The majority is open land, and 30 percent
of the site is under agricultural preservation
restrictions. There is also a 30-acre section
of protected woodland.
The property has a four-acre core under a
historic preservation restriction, including the
house, barn and outbuildings. The saltboxstyle 1744 farmhouse is listed on the National
Register of Historic Places.
It was once known as the Westover–Bacon–Potts Farm. According to Wikipedia,
the land was originally purchased in 1744
by Jonah Westover, who also built the house
there. The Bacon family purchased it in the
1790s and owned it until the 1960s. It had
several subsequent owners, including Kellogg (who passed away in 2011 at age 94).
Under its ownership, the ATC had maintained the property, hosted educational and
trail stewardship programs, and staffed a
regional office there as the Kellogg Conservation Center.
In 2017, the ATC decided to sell the
property following a task-force review of its
facilities along the 2,200-mile trail.
“They wanted to focus their resources
more on the Appalachian Trail itself and
less on managing other facilities, so they
looked at their properties up and down the
East Coast,” said Conklin. “This was one
they decided to sell.”
In making the original donation, Kellogg

The 1744 farmhouse and outbuildings along Route 41 in South Egremont that had been used in recent years by the Appalachian Trail Council as a regional office
have become the new headquarters for Greenagers Inc., which purchased the protected 100-acre site for $220,000 in February. (Photo courtesy of Greenagers)
had required that the property could only be
sold to a nonprofit organization.
Greenagers was among the organizations
that submitted a bid and proposal, and it was
selected by the ATC as the purchaser.
Conklin noted that, following their selection by the ATC, Greenagers moved its headquarters office to the site before the actual
sale closing. The organization had previously
been based in a building at North Plain Farm
at 342 North Plain Rd. in Housatonic.
“We’ve been here for about four months
already to work with the ATC staff directly on
the transition,” he said in an early February

interview. “So, the actual sale and changeover
was basically a turnkey process.”
He noted that Greenagers, which already
works on projects on the Appalachian Trail,
plans to maintain its relationship with the
ATC, and enhance access to the trail.
The name change to April Hill Conservation and Education Center reflects the name
of April Hill that Kellogg had used for the
property.

Multifaceted organization

Greenagers was formed in 2007 as a
program of the Center for Peace through
Culture (CPC), a Housatonic-based organization. The CPC develops and facilitates
experiential programs that help individuals
build life skills, and educate and empower
people and communities to live more creatively and peacefully.
The organization (www.centerforpeacethroughculture.org) also incubates ideas
and programs that may spin off to become
freestanding entities. The idea for Greenagers originated at a CPC forum in the 1980s
that brought together scientists, artists and
philosophers, who discussed the merits of
engaging teenagers to actively work towards
environmental conservation.
That eventually led to the formation of
Greenagers to put that concept into practice
in the Berkshires. Greenagers became an independent 501c3 nonprofit organization in 2013.
Through its paid employment programs,

internships and apprenticeships, Greenagers
engages teens and young adults in meaningful work in environmental conservation,
sustainable farming and natural resource
management.
“A basic goal is to connect young people
with the environment and community by
working outdoors,” said Conklin, who has
been with the organization since its founding.
In addition to developing specific skills,
this is designed to enable participants to learn
the value of teamwork, collaboration, initiative and solid work ethics. They also learn
about community partnerships through collaborations with area nonprofits, businesses
and organizations that both hire Greenagers
and partner with it in other ways.
The organization also provides young
people with employment. Team members
are paid based on the specific programs in
which they are involved.
Conklin said Greenagers currently employs about 60 young people each summer
and works with about 150 annually.
This includes trail crews in the Berkshires
and nearby sections of Connecticut and New
York. These teams maintain existing trails and
build new ones for the ATC, the Trustees of
Reservations, the Columbia Land Conservancy, the Great Barrington Riverwalk, and
other conservation organizations.
They also do other work at historic and
conservation sites, such as Arrowhead in
Pittsfield, including building stone walls and

TUCKER WELCH PROPERTIES
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL • ACREAGE

413-698-4444

COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES & INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

FIND YOUR SEAT

1644 EAST STREET • PITTSFIELD
Investment Opportunity. Fully leased to two wellestablished businesses. NOI of $126,000 and 9% Cap
Rate. Includes additional 84-acre parcel with some
wetlands. Listed at $1,400,000

609 MAIN STREET, BECKET
Becket Country Store for sale. Includes all fixtures,
furnishings and equipment. Turnkey operation with
Liquor and Lottery licenses available. Plans available
for Gas Station as well. Listed at $265,000

247 SOUTH STREET, PITTSFIELD
Zoned for Business in downtown Pittsfield, featuring
8 offices, 4 antique fireplaces and fine woodwork. Offstreet parking for 10 cars. Also possible to convert back
to residential use. Listed at $245,000

WOODMONTE ESTATES, PITTSFIELD
18 Prime Lots for sale for ONLY $25,000 EACH. All have
sewer, water, telephone, cable, natural gas, sidewalks,
ready to build. All lots ~1+ acre. Minimum house size
is 3,000 sq. ft. Buy one or all. Listed at $25,000 each

and savor the moment...

Fine & Casual Dining.
Nightly Entertainment in the Lion’s Den.
redlioninn.com
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installing and maintaining gardens. “They
work as stewards of sites,” said Conklin.
Greenagers also has an Agricultural
Apprenticeship program in which young
people gain hands-on experience in animal
husbandry, organic agriculture and other
skills by working with local farmers.
“With that program we find young people
who are interested in working on farms and
match them with farmers who are looking
for help,” said Conklin. “They work for the
farmers, and we provide the connections and
support, and serve as a liaison and mediator
when needed. We’ve also added an educational
component, which we will be expanding on.”
Greenagers also operates a Front Lawn
Food program, which encourages local
families to grow their own organic vegetables
at their homes. Garden beds are constructed
and installed by Greenagers staff and youth,
and follow-up advice is available to garden
owners. Also included in the installation
cost of a garden is the donation of a separate
garden for a local family in need.
While its work programs are oriented
primary to those in high school and slightly
older, Greenagers also sponsors after-school
and summer programs for younger students.
One core of this is a Climate Action Program in which Greenagers staff members
lead middle-school students on field trips to
explore, engage, and ultimately give back to
the environment and community. Each season
ends with service learning projects through
which the kids help a community member
or partner organization.
That program is currently offered at Mount
Everett and Monument Mountain middle
schools. Conklin said the organization is currently working to expand it to other schools
in the region.

Site supports expansion

Conklin said the acquisition of the April
Hill Conservation and Education Center will
make it possible to increase these and other
activities in a variety of ways.
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“In terms of our youth programs, this will
for young people in science and art, will offer
In conjunction with its purchase of the
enable us to serve many more young people,”
a summer camp at the site this year.
property, the organization launched the April
he said. “Within a few
“We also see this
Hill Capital Campaign, which is currently
“We would like to partner space as a resource for seeking to close the gap between the $1.2 milyears, we hope to work
with at least 500 kids
the overall community,
lion already raised and its $1.5 million goal.
with groups with similar
annually.”
as a space for public
In addition to funding the purchase, ConkThe site will serve missions to have educational meetings and other
lin said the campaign is intended to support
as a headquarters for workshops, conferences and events,” Conklin said.
the organization’s expansion and enhance its
Greenagers, including
Greenagers,
which
financial sustainability.
other programs here.”
its offices, storage facurrently has an annual
Among the planned allocations are about
cilities and space for workshops, classrooms
budget of about $480,000, is funded through
$500,000 for a reserve fund, and $250,000
and other activities. Conklin noted it has a
its contracts for work crews and programs,
for expanded programming, in addition to
combined 4,000 square feet of space in the
along with grants, United Way support, and
capital projects including building and site
main house and renovated barn.
individual and business contributions.
infrastructure improvements.◆
“This will be the center of our activities,”
he said. “In the summer our work crews will
meet and depart from here.”
In addition to making the operations more
logistically efficient, the site also will be used
to teach proper storage and maintenance of
tools, supplies and equipment.
Conklin said the site will be used in a variety of other ways. He noted that the portion
320 Summer Street • Lanesboro, MA
of the property earmarked for agricultural
preservation is required to be used for related
purposes. A neighboring farmer leases some
of that land for sheep.
“Once we’re settled in we also plan to
establish gardens and perhaps bring in other
www.maynardlandscapes.com
animals, which can be used to expand our
agricultural education and also produce food
for ourselves, schools and other community
• Lawn & Field Mowing
• Landscape Design
purposes,” he said.
The property will also be used to provide
• Mulch/Soil Deliveries
• Plantings/Pruning
experiences and educational programs in
other outdoor skills and land stewardship, in• Free Estimates
• Walks/Patios/Walls
cluding forestry and woodland management.
In addition to its own activities, Conklin
• Low Cost Colorful Perennials For Your Business
said, the April Hill Conservation Center will
also be incorporated into collaborations with
OUR OCAL ESOURCE OR
other community organizations. “We would
like to partner with groups with similar misOME
USINESS OLUTIONS
sions to have educational workshops, conferences and other programs here,” he said.
INCE
For example, he said, the Flying Cloud
Institute, an educational organization based
D E A N M AY N A R D , M.A., L A N D S C A P E D E S I G N
in Great Barrington that conducts programs

MAYNARD LANDSCAPE
& GARDEN CENTER

413-499-4545
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Big Time Support
for Your Small
Business
Our small business banking professionals are trained to help your

business become everything you want it to be. We are a preferred
Small Business Administration (SBA) lender, participant in the

Massachusetts Treasurer’s Office Small Business Partnership Program
and Mass Capital Access Program.

Smart small business lending to help make your small business
thrive and prosper:

• Business Lines of Credit
• Equipment Financing

• Business Real Estate Financing

To learn more about our
small business banking, contact

H. Jay Bailly
VP, Senior Business
Banking Officer
413.236.3180

berkshirebank.com

Banking products are provided by Berkshire Bank: Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender. Lending subject to normal credit approval and underwriting process. Other restrictions may apply.
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Berkshire Blueprint 2.0 brings region’s economic status into focus
1Berkshire’s new report
provides ‘road map’ for
continuing development
BY JOHN TOWNES
How has the Berkshire economy changed
over the past dozen years, and what can be
done to build on the region’s current strengths
and overcome its continuing challenges
moving forward?
These are core questions that the new
Berkshire Blueprint 2.0 examines, both in
broad strokes and in granular detail. Its stated
goal is to develop and implement a shared
regional “strategic imperative” and specific
action plans for economic development in
the Berkshires.
“Unlike many other reports, the Blueprint
2.0 is a road map being taken into full implementation and not something that will sit on
a shelf collecting dust,” said Tyler Fairbank,
chair of the Blueprint 2.0 Committee. “This
is just the beginning.”
Facilitated by the 1Berkshire economic
development organization, the Berkshire
Blueprint 2.0 was unveiled at a Feb. 15 event
at the Colonial Theater in downtown Pittsfield that was attended by several hundred
business and community leaders.
As suggested by its name, the new report
serves as a follow-up and update to the
original Berkshire Blueprint, which was
released 12 years ago. That earlier study
was prepared by the Berkshire Economic
Development Corporation, a predecessor
of what has become 1Berkshire.
They are similar in being the product
of a combination of research, interviews
and other data and observations to create a
detailed description and assessment of the
current economy, as well as a set of goals
and strategies to foster positive economic
development.
However, Berkshire Blueprint 2.0 is not
simply an update, emphasized Jonathan
Butler, executive director of 1Berkshire.
“This is a brand-new piece of work,” he
said. “The original Blueprint is 12 years old,
and much has changed since then.”
Butler said the research and findings of
the Blueprint 2.0 indicate how the county
has gone through extensive transitions over
the last two decades. In addition to other
factors, he said, previous economic development strategies have had a cumulative effect.
“Much has gone into our region reimagining and reinventing itself across multiple
sectors, and the Berkshire Blueprint 2.0
process demonstrated that we have a much
stronger foundation to build on today than
we did 20 years ago,” he said.

New narrative

Because of these changes, one of the
core messages of the Blueprint 2.0 is the
importance of establishing a “new narrative” to describe the present economy and
circumstances in the region.
Since the 1970s, Berkshire County has
been largely perceived as a region struggling with economic decline, with the loss of
General Electric and other staple employers
in paper and other manufacturing industries,
as well as a declining population that is
increasingly older.
Some of these issues reflect national trends,
such as the decline of domestic manufacturing, that have affected many communities and
regions. But it also is perceived as the result
of localized conditions in the Berkshires.
The Blueprint 2.0 acknowledges that many

by General Electric and legacy industries like
of these problems and issues remain, such as
paper, to newer growing industries, economic
the fact that “in 2016, about 13 percent of
innovation, and startcounty residents were in
poverty, or an estimated “The Berkshire Blueprint 2.0 up companies,” states
16,000 people. This is process demonstrated that we the Blueprint. “These
changes are helping the
up from roughly 11 percent of county residents have a much stronger foun- Berkshires move from
dation to build on today than long-held perceptions
in poverty in 2010.”
and realities of struggle
However, the report
we did 20 years ago.”
and challenge to a new
emphasizes that there
narrative of growth and opportunity.”
are also more positive change and trends.
The report cites three basic indicators of
“The Berkshire economy is in the midst of
progress. Among these is the emergence of
a transition, from a job base, labor market and
five primary industry “clusters” that have
civic infrastructure that was long dominated

shown growth and progress: Advanced
Manufacturing and Engineering Services,
Health Care, the Creative Economy, Food
and Agriculture, and Hospitality and
Tourism.
“Employment in the county’s five most important economic clusters has grown between
2010 and 2017, and new growth-oriented
initiatives and developments are happening
within those clusters,” the report states.
The Blueprint also cites findings that
private and public investments in the Berkshires equate to over $1 billion since the
beginning of 2016.

Analysis, challenges, action steps all part of package
The format of the Berkshire Blueprint 2.0 includes a regional
overview and common goals and issues. It also uses a model of
cluster-based organization, with detailed sections for each of its
identified clusters (Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering Services, Health Care, the Creative Economy, Food and Agriculture,
and Hospitality and Tourism).
It defines a cluster as “a group of interdependent companies, organizations, and institutions in a geographic region with common or
complementary interests that have reached sufficient scale to develop
specialized expertise, services, resources, suppliers, and labor.”
To clarify the structure, goals and activities of each sector it
recommends a set of broad action steps to apply to each of the five
Economic Clusters:
1) Create a unified and effective leadership team.
2) Adopt a clear set of strategies directed at strengthening
each cluster.
3) Establish a set of defined roles and responsibilities for
organizations in the system.
4) Initiate a culture of systems performance.
It addresses each cluster in specific terms, with sections on Definition and Structure; Cluster Activity, Assets, and Opportunities;
Challenges; and Action Steps.
For example, in the section on the Creative Economy, it observes
that “there are 5,450 jobs in Berkshire creative businesses and organizations, representing 6.4 percent of all jobs in the county. Between
2010 and 2017 jobs in the industry grew by 9.5 percent, or 470 jobs,
the highest post-recession growth rate among the five clusters identified for this project…. The creative industry has a number of large
employers, from Tanglewood to MASS MoCA and the Clark Art
Institute. Together there are 2,700 so-called wage and salary jobs
from companies and organizations like this that are part of the creative
industry. At the same time, about one-half of the jobs in the industry
(2,750) are made up of self-employed individuals or sole-proprietors
who earn income on their own from selling their creative-based goods
and services to local and export-oriented markets.”
In addition to analysis of its strengths and opportunities, the
Blueprint cites several basic challenges for the Creative Economy
cluster, including:
Engagement of Local Residents. There was a general consensus that more needs to be done to better engage and include
local residents in the creative economy as audience members,
as employees in creative businesses and in the major cultural
institutions, and as creators and producers of artistic content.
This is not to say that efforts haven’t been made, because they
have. Rather, it’s a recognition that a chasm still exists between
the cultural/creative community and Berkshire residents.
Perceptions of Economic Importance. The…creative economy
is a critically important generator of revenue and jobs in the
Berkshire economy…[with] the second-highest growth rate
among the five clusters…. Nonetheless, parts of the business
community have difficulty seeing and accepting it as an important economic asset.
Organizational Support. Past efforts to support and strengthen
the creative economy in the county, principally through the
work of Berkshire Creative and 1Berkshire, had a significant
and positive impact…. However, as the needs of the creative
cluster have evolved, the organizational support system has not
maintained the pace. Consequently, creative cluster-specific
strategies around key issues (like transportation, housing for

seasonal workers, access to capital, collaborative programming,
and business assistance) are not being adequately addressed in
a strategic and collective fashion.
Needs of Cultural Institutions and Creative Enterprises.
The difference in the needs and opportunities within the major
cultural institutions in Berkshire County, and those of individual
creatives and small for-profit creative enterprises pose challenges
to organizing the Creative Economy as a cluster.
The report also includes various recommended solutions and
action steps. Again, using the Creative Economy cluster as an example, the Blueprint’s primary recommendations are the following:
Organize Convenings of the Major Cultural Institutions. Organize three to four convenings of the major cultural institutions
during the year. This would allow them to address critical challenges and obstacles to further growth. For example, employee
and visitor transportation is a significant problem that could be
addressed through Senator Hinds’ Transportation Management
Association planning initiative. Also, extending visitor stays,
housing for seasonal workers, and access to capital are other
issues that many cultural institutions would like to address.
Develop an Intensive Business Resources Awareness Campaign. Develop a multi-level outreach and awareness campaign
(social media, advertising, info sessions, etc.) that would make
it possible for creatives to take advantage of the resources and
technical assistance available from the county’s economic and
business development organizations.
Expand the capacity of Assets for Artists to the central
and southern Berkshire County sub-regions. Currently the
resources of this exceptionally helpful program for individual
artists and creatives are principally available in the northern part
of the county, and less so throughout the rest of the county. A
modest investment in Assets for Artists would make a significant
contribution.
Provide Support for BTCF (Berkshire Taconic Community
Foundation) and the Creative Commonwealth Initiative….
[This]is a multi-year, multi-dimensional undertaking to build
a strong relationship between the county’s resident population
and the cultural and creative assets that are found here. This
initiative involves research, grant-making, new partnerships,
and a focus on arts education, and has the potential to create a
county-wide network built around the creative community and
local residents.
Provide More Creative Resources Workshop Opportunities…. [These would focus] on topics and issues that are central
to the ability of individual creatives and creative enterprises to
develop a sustainable business.
Create an institutional relationship between the Berkshire
Innovation Center (BIC) and the creative community in the
Berkshires. The BIC will soon become a catalyst and resource
for innovation in the Berkshire economy. Many creatives are
producers and manufacturers in their own right (e.g. Magic Fluke,
Interprint, the members of the Berkshire Woodworkers Guild, as
well as a cohort of creatives who are sculptors, glassmakers, fine
artists, etc.) The BIC could be an ideal place for these producers
to enhance their production capability, and it could be a place
where creative producers and traditional manufacturers interact
around product design and new products.◆

50% OF STUDENTS

WHO GRADUATED FROM A FOUR-YEAR SCHOOL
STARTED AT A COMMUNITY COLLEGE.
Source: National Student Clearinghouse Research Center

AFFORDABLE
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www.berkshirecc.edu
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You have our
This, said Butler, is an especially notable
Each cluster will have a system of leaderindicator. “That’s an almost unprecedented
ship and participation by members of those inamount of investment
dustries to develop and
for a region of this
implement strategies to
“The major takeaway is
size,” he said.
and encourage
that it is a new system for support
In addition to public
growth of that sector,
economic development. It based on their specific
grants and programs,
these investments inprioritizes key themes and characteristics.
clude the purchase and
In addition, the
action steps and spells out Blueprint
construction of new
calls for colfacilities, upgrading in specific things to be done. It’s laboration to address
production equipment, also set up to be accountable issues that are comand new market-rate
mon throughout the
in terms of measurable
and affordable housing.
economy, including
“This shows a seribenchmarks and results.” transportation access,
ous level of confidence
workforce developin the Berkshire economy by businesses,
ment, population loss, energy costs, broadindividual investors, nonprofit organizations,
band availability, and wage and financial
the state of Massachusetts, and cities and
sustainability.
towns,” states the report, which features a
“These threads run throughout and across
detailed listing of specific investments that
the Berkshires and will require persistent
have been made.
A third indicator is referred to as “Signature
Programs and Initiatives.”
“Numerous programs and initiatives are
making a strong contribution to the shift
that’s occurring in the Berkshire economy,”
states the Blueprint. “Many organizations in
workforce, economic and business development, higher education, social and human
services, and planning entities are paving
the way for growth and innovation through
their efforts.”
The report lists many of these initiatives
and organizations, such as the new Berkshire
Innovation Center (March 2019 BT&C) and
the Economic Prosperity Impact Council
(a countywide, community-led coalition
convened by the Berkshire United Way to
build pathways to sustainable incomes for
Berkshire residents), among others.

stakeholder engagement from every corner
of the region to accomplish meaningful
change,” states the report.
It also calls for coordinated efforts to
provide support in the areas of talent development, and entrepreneurial and business
support, as well as supporting businesses and
sectors that are not included in the clusters.
“Through defining these clusters in the
regional economy, a segmentation can occur that allows for specialized focus on
given economic sectors, while allowing for
cross-cutting themes to be addressed across
and between the clusters and permitting additional economic growth opportunities to
filter into the mainstream of the economic
development system of the region,” states
the report.
The complete Berkshire Blueprint 2.0 and
an executive summary can be viewed and
downloaded at 1berkshire.com.◆
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The Berkshire Blueprint 2.0 is intended to
go beyond basic analysis and on to specific
strategies and actions.
“The major takeaway is that it is a new
system for economic development,” said
Butler. “It prioritizes key themes and action
steps and spells out specific things to be done.
It’s also set up to be accountable in terms of
measurable benchmarks and results.” (See
boxed item on opposite page.)
Butler said the Blueprint is seen as a dynamic, ongoing initiative.
“The release of the Berkshire Blueprint
2.0 report is just a starting point,” he said.
“It’s an organic process that will change
and evolve over time. It will be revised and
updated regularly.”
Butler also emphasized that it is designed
to be a community resource. He noted that
it has been set up to be overseen by an independent community-based steering committee, and will rely on widespread public
participation and input.
“The process was convened by 1Berkshire,
but it’s not owned by 1Berkshire or any other
individual organization,” he said. “Instead
it belongs to the community, and it will be
further developed and implemented by collaborations, partnerships and the involvement
of businesses, organizations, governments
and individuals over time.”
The Berkshire Blueprint 2.0 process
launched in early 2017, when regional leaders decided that it was important to develop
new strategies to coordinate and unify the
various initiatives that were working on
different facets of economic development
in the Berkshires.
The 1Berkshire organization took on the
logistics and coordination of the Blueprint’s
preparation. A pair of consultants – Michael
Kane Consulting and Stephen Michon of
FutureWorks – were hired to prepare the
study. Others also provided research, data
and analysis.
A committee with about 40 members
representing a cross-section of businesses,
organizations and other interests oversaw the
process, which included extensive research,
over 100 interviews and brainstorming of
general and specific recommendations.
The Blueprint has a large scope, and many
specific recommendations.
In a broad sense, it uses a “cluster” model,
based on the five sectors of the economy with
the most prominence and potential in the
region’s economy, as noted above.
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REAL
The following real Estate
transactions are provided by
Banker & Tradesman Real
Estate Data Publishing. Only
properties valued at $75,000
or higher are included.

ADAMS
7 Bobs Hill
Buyer: Aaron Smith +
Seller: Michele Purcell
Price: $170,000
Mortgage: $166,920
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 1/31/19

estate
Date: 1/18/19

ALFORD
64 Crooked Hill Rd.
Buyer: Susan Tannenbaum
T+
Seller: Stephen Haswell
Price: $1,738,188
Date: 1/3/19
102 West Rd.
Buyer: Matthew Strassler +
Seller: Robert Strassler
Price: $1,337,500
Date: 1/25/19

4 Commonwealth Ave.
Buyer: Brendon Frazier
Seller: Covert Mark Est +
Price: $80,190
Mortgage: $80,190
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/17/19
34 Highland Ave.
Buyer: Amanda Ramsdell +
Seller: US Bank NA Tr
Price: $152,000
Mortgage: $121,600
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/18/19
34 Highland Ave.
Buyer: US Bank NA Tr
Seller: Cynthia Racine +
Price: $189,643
Date: 1/3/19

BECKET
273 Benton Hill Rd.
Buyer: Alexander Arbour +
Seller: Judith Monasky +
Price: $280,000
Mortgage: $266,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/18/19
531 Moberg Rd.
Buyer: Frank Zappala +
Seller: Herbert Messinger
Price: $345,000
Mortgage: $100,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/8/19

CHESHIRE

81 Howland Ave.
Buyer: Celeste Demarsico
Seller: Paul Trzcinski
Price: $77,500
Date: 1/29/19
9 Newark St.
Buyer: Siham Safa
Seller: Timothy Obrien
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $121,250
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/25/19
72 Orchard St.
Buyer: Sarah Turner
Seller: Stephen Roulier +
Price: $175,000
Mortgage: $157,500
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/4/19
43-45 Summer St.
Buyer: Ryan Wheeler
Seller: John-Michael
Bradbury
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $97,000
Lender: Adams Community

BERKSHIRE TRADE & COMMERCE

100 Richardson St.
Buyer: Lenwood Vaspra +
Seller: Dallas Johnson
Price: $200,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: USAA Fed SB
Date: 1/25/19

DALTON
385 Kirchner Rd.
Buyer: J Peri Campoli
Seller: Lori Dooley
Price: $117,500
Date: 1/25/19
31 Norwich Dr.
Buyer: Glenn Alexander +
Seller: Barbara Sherman +
Price: $96,000
Date: 1/16/19
541 Old Windsor Rd.
Buyer: David Perrone +
Seller: Patrick Lamont
Price: $242,000
Mortgage: $152,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank

85 CHURCH STREET • NORTH ADAMS, MA

We Appraise
Everything Real Estate

Residential • Commercial • Industrial
Business In Place • Subdivisions
Easements (Permanent & Temporary)
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STATE CERTIFIED APPRAISERS:
WAYNE WILKINSON .......... #75094
JEFF WILKINSON .............. #75383
MELISSA WILKINSON ..... #103744

413-662-2227
or online at:

www.wilkinsonappraisal.com

Date: 1/11/19
12 Riverview Dr.
Buyer: Matthew Hoag +
Seller: Emma Aldana
Price: $159,650
Mortgage: $154,860
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/30/19

EGREMONT
11 Mill Rd.
Buyer: Caleb Turner +
Seller: Barbara Crosby
Price: $425,000
Mortgage: $340,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 1/14/19

GREAT
BARRINGTON

9 Abbey Hill Dr.
Buyer: Lisa Feldman-Reich
Seller: Martha Meier
Price: $365,000
Date: 1/30/19
55 Castle St.
Buyer: Mary Cooper
Seller: Peter Franck +
Price: $200,000
Date: 1/22/19
33 Grove St.
Buyer: Erika Allison
Seller: Kruger Kurt Est +
Price: $214,000
Mortgage: $238,668
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/10/19
32 Hart St.
Buyer: Alexander Platt
Seller: Steffen Root
Price: $225,000
Mortgage: $213,750
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 1/9/19
53 High St.
Buyer: Timothy Healey
Seller: John Seelig Jr
Price: $200,000
Mortgage: $160,000
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 1/30/19
Hurlburt Rd.
Buyer: Matthew Strassler +
Seller: Robert Strassler
Price: $625,000
Date: 1/25/19
82 Lake Buel Rd.
Buyer: Mitchell
Rabinowitz +
Seller: Norma Siegel
Price: $510,000
Date: 1/4/19
95 Railroad Ave.
Buyer: Daniel Wendekier +
Seller: Frederick Gordon
3rd +
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 1/28/19
54 River St.
Buyer: Michael Goldberg +
Seller: Berkshire
Riverhouse LLC
Price: $620,000
Mortgage: $465,000
Lender: Quicken Loan
Date: 1/18/19
16 Spruce St.
Buyer: Elizabeth Barrows
Seller: Ruby Realty LLC
Price: $220,000
Mortgage: $209,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/11/19
63 State Rd.
Buyer: Lido Property LLC
Seller: BFM Associates
LLC
Price: $425,000
Mortgage: $300,000
Lender: Trustco
Date: 1/28/19

62 Stockbridge Rd.
Buyer: Sasa Zelenovic
Seller: Mary White
Price: $195,000
Mortgage: $175,305
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/25/19
258 Stockbridge Rd.
Buyer: 258 Stockbridge
Road LLC
Seller: John Scalia +
Price: $490,000
Date: 1/9/19
671 Stockbridge Rd.
Buyer: Chris Williams LLC
Seller: Swann RET +
Price: $340,000
Date: 1/11/19

HANCOCK
Corey Rd. U:92
Buyer: Antoinette Cariddi
Seller: Julia Woogen
Price: $120,000
Date: 1/3/19

HINSDALE
Peru Rd.
Buyer: Thomas Warren +
Seller: John Cennamo +
Price: $250,000
Date: 1/3/19
40 Plunkett Ave.
Buyer: Stephanie Rice +
Seller: Amelia Wahl 2013
IRT +
Price: $214,900
Mortgage: $171,920
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/11/19

LANESBORO
133 Balance Rock Rd.
Buyer: Donald Anderson +
Seller: Adam Wood
Price: $373,900
Mortgage: $273,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/23/19

LEE
1455 Cape St.
Buyer: Christine Clark +
Seller: Robert Carty +
Price: $565,000
Mortgage: $265,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 1/2/19
220 Housatonic St.
Buyer: MA Property
Partners LLC
Seller: Bartholomew
Collins
Price: $917,200
Date: 1/24/19
635 Meadow St.
Buyer: Heamon Williams
Seller: Williams Heamon
W Est +
Price: $100,000
Date: 1/2/19
55 Paul Dr.
Buyer: David Grissom +
Seller: Harold Ott
Price: $255,000
Mortgage: $204,000
Lender: Peoples Bank
Date: 1/8/19
1620 Pleasant St.
Buyer: Kirk Nichols +
Seller: Eric Krawczyk +
Price: $279,500
Mortgage: $279,500
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/11/19

LENOX
42 Bentrup Ct.
Buyer: Jorge Cordova
Seller: Edward Mottarella
Jr +

ICC MC73444
US DOT 058227

SPECIALISTS IN RESIDENTIAL MOVING & WAREHOUSING.

LOCALLY & WORLDWIDE.
Proudly serving The Berkshires for over 90 years.
QUALITY SERVICE • COMPETITIVE RATES

Price: $287,000
Mortgage: $217,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/28/19
Bishop Est. Lot 19
Buyer: Stacey Thaler +
Seller: KR INT +
Price: $100,000
Date: 1/3/19
44 Delafield Dr.
Buyer: Evan Collins +
Seller: Nicki Belt
Price: $435,000
Mortgage: $570,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/15/19

APRIL 2019

Buyer: Morgan Burns +
Seller: Sling LLC
Price: $136,000
Mortgage: $102,000
Lender: TD Bank
Date: 1/3/19
66-68 North St.
Buyer: Daniel Haskins
Seller: Matthew Cote
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $112,500
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/14/19

14 Hutchinson Ln.
Buyer: Ronald Paul
Seller: Harold Allan +
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/7/19
225 Pittsfield Rd.
Buyer: Mary Weinstein
Seller: Emerald City
Rentals LLC
Price: $215,000
Date: 1/7/19

1482 S State St.
Buyer: Dorolu LLC
Seller: Crane Stationery
LLC
Price: $365,000
Date: 1/24/19

67 Taconic Ave.
Buyer: Martin Mistretta
Seller: Gwendolyn Adam +
Price: $312,000
Mortgage: $165,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 1/18/19

751 Mohawk Trail U:1C
Buyer: Fran Rosasco +
Seller: Kathryn Rosasco
Price: $116,265
Date: 1/14/19

305 Walker St.
Buyer: Robert Romeo +
Seller: Robert Dacey
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $75,000
Lender: Robert Dacey
Date: 1/2/19
6 Rolling Hills U:9
Buyer: Nicki Belt
Seller: Rona Rothman +
Price: $180,000
Mortgage: $144,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 1/15/19

NEW
MARLBORO

129 Lake Rd.
Buyer: Samuel Cross
Lifetime T +
Seller: FLSE LLC
Price: $360,000
Date: 1/28/19

200 Lake Rd.
Buyer: Emily Cross
Lifetime T +
Seller: Samuel & Emily
Cross NT +
Price: $180,000
Date: 1/28/19

NORTH ADAMS
35 Charlene St.
Buyer: Eric Rogers
Seller: Corey Troop +
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $119,770
Lender: USAA Fed SB
Date: 1/15/19
185-187 Church St.
Buyer: Christophe Brunski
Seller: David Atwell +
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $93,750
Lender: Movement Mtg
Date: 1/14/19
205 E Main St.
Buyer: Virginia Westbrook
Seller: Glenn Silvia +
Price: $239,000
Date: 1/11/19
193 E Quincy St.
Buyer: Timothy Ohearn
Seller: Lisa-Marie Pisano +
Price: $91,000
Mortgage: $81,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/4/19
66 Holbrook St.
Buyer: Jean Defranco
Seller: Wayne Arnold +
Price: $164,325
Mortgage: $106,470
Lender: Movement Mtg
Date: 1/9/19
17 Marion Ave,
Buyer: Elliot Krasnopoler +
Seller: Antoinette Cariddi
Price: $256,570
Mortgage: $186,570
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 1/31/9
10-15 Meadow St.

243 Union St. U:301
Buyer: Peggy Schiffer
Seller: Jesse Freidin
Price: $275,000
Date: 1/30/19

OTIS
84 Cedar Dr.
Buyer: Avraham
Shainhouse +
Seller: Harvey Homan +
Price: $570,000
Mortgage: $453,000
Lender: JPMorgan Chase
Date: 1/22/19
72 E Shore Rd.
Buyer: Lance Asher +
Seller: Robert Foy +
Price: $600,000
Mortgage: $500,000
Lender: Seller
Date: 1/7/19
182 Judd Rd.
Buyer: Mathias Snyder Jr
Seller: Adams Pierre
Price: $235,000
Mortgage: $155,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 1/23/19

PERU
229 E Windsor Rd.
Buyer: Samantha Stedman
Seller: Andrew Walak
Price: $240,000
Mortgage: $232,800
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/7/19
145 South Rd.
Buyer: Daniel Sumy
Seller: Jerry Sargent +
Price: $195,000
Mortgage: $185,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/7/19

PITTSFIELD
281 1st St.
Buyer: German Rivera
Seller: US Bank NA Tr
Price: $88,000
Mortgage: $83,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/28/19
38 Acorn St.
Buyer: Jon Marks
Seller: Mariann Whitman +
Price: $118,000
Date: 1/9/19
12 Alcott St.
Buyer: Nancy Cota
Seller: Lahey FT +
Price: $210,900
Date: 1/30/19
120 Appleton Ave.
Buyer: Janet Winneroski
Seller: Thomas
Shaughnessy +
Price: $79,900
Mortgage: $63,920
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/30/19
80 Backman Ave.
Buyer: Lilly Balardini

Seller: Neil Wesley 2nd +
Price: $130,500
Mortgage: $128,135
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/8/19

2010 RET +
Price: $110,000
Mortgage: $81,750
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/22/19

200 Benedict Rd.
Buyer: Rebecca Connolly
Seller: Emily Biron
Price: $157,900
Mortgage: $155,039
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/11/19

7 Franco Ter.
Buyer: Ranger Properties
LLC
Seller: Teak Properties LLC
Price: $195,000
Mortgage: $156,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/18/19

133 Bossidy Dr.
Buyer: Kayla Booth +
Seller: Sharon Barnes +
Price: $110,000
Mortgage: $65,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/4/19
110 Broadview Ter.
Buyer: Carla Diaz-Antunez
Seller: Shanna Hamm +
Price: $120,500
Mortgage: $118,316
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/29/19

visit our website at www.castinemovers.com

1625 West Housatonic Street, Pittsfield

317 Lenox Ave.
Buyer: Celina Sinico
Seller: Daniel Francese +
Price: $162,000
Mortgage: $159,065
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/28/19

57 Cloverdale St.
Buyer: Jennifer Dean
Seller: Brenda HItchcock
Price: $135,000
Mortgage: $132,554
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/24/19
164 Cole Ave.
Buyer: Tyrrelle Banks +
Seller: Denise Messana
Price: $149,000
Mortgage: $133,951
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/16/19
704 Crane Ave.
Buyer: Guillermo AlvarezRomero
Seller: Marcia SaltarelliWool
Price: $191,000
Mortgage: $181,450
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/4/19

10 Miller St.
Buyer: Jeremy Winn
Seller: Raffa FT +
Price: $176,000
Mortgage: $172,812
Lender: LoanDepot.com
Date: 1/18/19

86 Daytona Ave.
Buyer: Brodie Digennaro
Seller: Caleb Tuttle +
Price: $142,000
Mortgage: $137,740
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 1/15/19
124 Dodge Ave.
Buyer: Michael Beuth
Seller: Katherine Lama
Price: $142,700
Mortgage: $138,419
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/7/19
67 Egremont Ave.
Buyer: Daniel Sadlowski
Seller: Jay Roberts +
Price: $180,000
Mortgage: $167,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/11/19

221 Francis Ave.
Buyer: Franz Norbrun
Seller: Gaeten Michaud

s r

r

18 Maude St.
Buyer: Joseph Rodgers
Seller: Roger Gavin Jr +
Price: $170,000
Mortgage: $100,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/31/19

40 Melville St.
Buyer: Al-Khalil Cultural
Center
Seller: Crispina
Swindlehurst
Price: $325,000
Mortgage: $243,750
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/4/19

78 Curtis Ter.
Buyer: Lawrence Murray 3rd
Seller: Roger Sumner Sr +
Price: $178,500
Mortgage: $184,390
Lender: MTG Research
Date: 1/31/19

139 Francis Ave.
Buyer: Jeffrey Pratt
Seller: Vincent Leydet
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $116,250
Lender: Quicken Loan
Date: 1/31/19

15 Maude St.
Buyer: Wilmington Svgs
Fund
Seller: Thea Politis +
Price: $90,000
Date: 1/7/19

46 Meadow Ridge Dr.
Buyer: Jeanne Hayden +
Seller: George Haddad
Price: $452,500
Mortgage: $350,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/4/19

99 Cromwell Ave.
Buyer: Wendie Frada
Seller: Lynette Livermore
Price: $173,000
Date: 1/31/19

Free Estimates • Credit Cards Accepted
BERKSHIRE FENCE COMPANY

68 Kenilworth St.
Buyer: Ashley Morrison +
Seller: Citibank NA
Price: $186,500
Mortgage: $167,800
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/25/19

25 Calumet St.
Buyer: Courtney Porter
Seller: Mark Leonard +
Price: $182,500
Mortgage: $179,193
Lender: Movement Mtg
Date: 1/31/19

SUPERIOR INSTALLATION AND REPAIR
TEL: 413-443-4515 • FAX: 413-447-9984

219 High St.
Buyer: Thomas Doyle +
Seller: Kuntz NT +
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $190,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/10/19

191 California Ave.
Buyer: Jaymie Bateman
Seller: Obrien JG Est +
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $95,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/18/19

www.berkshirefence.com

413•499•4982 1•800•225•8068

17 Goodrich St.
Buyer: Gas-Car Properties
LLC
Seller: Dylan Anthony LLC
Price: $194,000
Mortgage: $155,200
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/11/19

56 Broadway St.
Buyer: Michael Wendling
Seller: Obrien JG Est +
Price: $83,000
Date: 1/18/19

A Family Owned & Operated Business Since 1923

OR TOLL FREE

10 Franco Ter.
Buyer: Ranger Properties
LLC
Seller: Teak Properties LLC
Price: $195,000
Mortgage: $156,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/18/19

36 New Hampshire Ave.
Buyer: Valerie Cardillo
Seller: Sebastian Eslava
Price: $146,000
Mortgage: $141,620
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/30/19
78 Norman Ave.
Buyer: Jessica Reed
Seller: Ashlee Zanconato
Price: $133,900
Mortgage: $129,883
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/25/19
22 Northumberland Rd.
Buyer: Gleb Jerebtsov +
Seller: Daniel Pravia +
Price: $109,000
Date: 1/31/19
90-92 Onota St.
Buyer: Licentia Properties
Seller: Leonard Abbisso Jr
Price: $111,200
Mortgage: $100,000
Lender: Michael Zelehoski
Date: 1/8/19
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Berkshire County real estate transfers
157 Ridge Ave.
Buyer: Ryann Kennedy
Seller: Nicole Anderson
Price: $209,900
Mortgage: $154,900
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/22/19
73 Stoddard Ave.
Buyer: Meghan Bello
Seller: US Bank NA Tr
Price: $91,000
Mortgage: $60,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 1/18/19
23 Tennyson Ave.
Buyer: Joel Lenski +
Seller: Valenti Theresa Est +
Price: $136,000
Mortgage: $122,400
Lender: Quicken Loan
Date: 1/30/19
108 Unkamet Park Dr.
Buyer: Ritchie Hostetter
Seller: Baginski Halina Est +
Price: $152,000
Mortgage: $149,246
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/8/19
45 Upland Rd.
Buyer: Trevor Maschino
Seller: Matthew Leavell
Price: $125,000
Mortgage: $122,735
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/31/19

175 Woodlawn Ave.
Buyer: Cheryl Turnbough
Seller: Charles Carder
RET +
Price: $137,900
Mortgage: $140,864
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 1/22/19

282 Salisbury Rd.
Buyer: Isabel Filkins
Seller: William Hower +
Price: $239,900
Date: 1/17/19

Alpine Trail U:61
Buyer: Mary Spina
Seller: Aire LLC
Price: $442,500
Date: 1/14/19

1 Fox Meadow Ln.
Buyer: Christopher
Rhine +
Seller: Blackwater RT +
Price: $519,180
Mortgage: $380,000
Lender: Amer Fed Mtg
Date: 1/11/19

Churchill Crst. U:49
Buyer: Olga Terechina
Seller: Mary Birkel
Price: $159,000
Mortgage: $154,230
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 1/29/19

RICHMOND
Lake Road Ext. U:42
Buyer: John Reynolds +
Seller: Barbara Nesis
Price: $913,260
Mortgage: $776,271
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 1/11/19

SANDISFIELD
307 Wood Lands Way
Buyer: US Bank NA Tr
Seller: Gregory Lee +
Price: $211,304
Date: 1/11/19

SHEFFIELD
546 Polikoff Rd.
Buyer: Wilmington Svgs
Fund
Seller: Patricia Gallagher +
Price: $200,000
Date: 1/22/19

496 Williams St.
Buyer: Bruno Quinson +
Seller: Paul Silverstein +
Price: $950,000
Date: 1/14/19

220 Root Ln.
Buyer: Steven Larkin
Seller: D Bruce Macinnes
Price: $265,000
Mortgage: $257,050
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 1/4/19

8 Wilson St.
Buyer: T&D Rental
Properties Inc
Seller: David Sacco
Price: $120,900
Mortgage: $96,720
Lender: NBT Bank
Date: 1/25/19

216 S Undermountain Rd.
Buyer: Donald Roeder
Seller: Stuart Smithberg
RET +
Price: $165,000
Mortgage: $132,000
Lender: NBT Bank
Date: 1/25/19

STOCKBRIDGE

6 Housatonnuck Rd.
Buyer: Timothy Genis +
Seller: Jack Hudgins
Price: $220,000
Mortgage: $176,000
Lender: TD Bank
Date: 1/3/19
3 Mahkeenac Heights Rd.
Buyer: Susan Sachs
Seller: Lee Bolman +
Price: $225,000
Date: 1/28/19

WASHINGTON
291 Summit Hill Rd.
Buyer: John Morrow +
Seller: Eric Lamoreaux
Price: $186,375
Mortgage: $180,784
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/25/19

WEST
STOCKBRIDGE

78 Lenox Rd.
Buyer: J William Hudgins +
Seller: Vincent Guarrera
Price: $650,000
Mortgage: $472,500
Lender: Bk of America
Date: 1/11/19

• Lawn Fertilization
• pH Balancing
• Power Seeding
• Grub and Insect Control
• Mosquito, Flea & Tick
Control Programs

Pixley Hill Rd.
Buyer: David Lanoue Inc
Seller: William Hotaling
Price: $85,000
Date: 1/22/19

• Broadleaf Weed Control
• Lime Application
• Core Aeration
• Tree and Shrub Care
• One-Time Special Event
Sprays

ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS!

Pixley Hill Rd.
Buyer: William Hotaling
Seller: W Eric Egan
Price: $85,000
Date: 1/4/19

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED • SERVICING BERKSHIRE COUNTY

WILLIAMSTOWN

Call Jim at 413.446.7795 for a FREE Lawn Evaluation

644 Bee Hill Rd.
Buyer: Charles Byrd +
Seller: Ronald Turbin +
Price: $614,000
Mortgage: $552,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 1/16/19
25 May St.
Buyer: Benjamin Snyder +
Seller: Lisa Shannon
Price: $265,000
Mortgage: $159,000
Lender: MountainOne
Date: 1/25/19
Lower Windflower Way U:49
Buyer: Pascal-Marshall FT
2005 +
Seller: Eva Kleederman +
Price: $229,000
Date: 1/10/19
◆

McAndrews-King

BT&C

Buick GMC Inc.

224 Columbia St., Rt.8 Adams
(413) 743-0584
mcandrewsking.com

The Business Journal
For Berkshire County

413-662-2002

Internet Pricing… Hometown Service

info@btaconline.com

Berkshire County Employers
Let BBI help promote and fill your
summer 2019 internship
opportunities.
ed 450
BBI receiv or 32
ns f
applicatio 018
summer 2
s
internship

Berkshire Business Interns is a program of Lever, Inc.

Contact Us:

(413) 346 4840
jthomas@berkshirebusinessinterns.org
berkshirebusinessinterns.org

Berkshire Business Interns Alumni
Lauren DeRose
BCC ‘18
Becks Printing

What Supervisors Say...

Kevin Alberti
Westfield State ‘19
Cascade School
Supplies

Jade Schnauber
MCLA ‘20
Lever, Inc.

David Ariyibi
Williams ‘19
VidMob

"... would be welcome to work permanently upon graduation"
"... is doing the job of a regular full-time employee"
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Ambulatory Care Center
continued from page 1
That goal is supported in part by the array
of medical and healthcare services that have
returned to the former hospital in its new role
as the North County Campus of Berkshire
Medical Center (BMC).
It is further bolstered by the new owner’s
commitment to making the class-A medical
office space as attractive and affordable as
possible to a wide range of prospective tenants within the general field of health care
and related services.
“We are willing and able to provide remarkable incentives to join us at this building,” said Barnum.
A Berkshire County native and current
resident of North Egremont, Barnum has
been involved in real estate management and
investment for several years. His activities
in the region have included work with David
Carver of CT Management Group (formerly
known as Scarafoni Associates) on various
commercial and residential redevelopment
projects, and on his own portfolio of investment properties.
Barnum purchased the three-story Northern Berkshire Ambulatory Care Center last
August for $600,000 from Health Care Trust
of America, a large real estate investment
trust (REIT) that had paid approximately $9
million for the facility in 2010.
In between those two purchases came the
abrupt closing in March 2014 of North Adams
Regional Hospital and the subsequent dissolution of its parent corporation, Northern
Berkshire Health Care, through bankruptcy
proceedings.
The sudden demise of the hospital sent shock
waves throughout the northern Berkshire community, not only from the elimination of the

Built in 2002 adjacent to North Adams Regional Hospital, the 50,000-square-foot Ambulatory Care Center was once filled with a wide range of medical groups and
practices. The separately owned building’s fortunes changed following the hospital’s closing in 2014, and occupancy has since fallen to its current 30 percent.
The building’s new owner is looking to attract medical practices and related services that address existing needs within the community, in a way that complements
the ongoing reintroduction of healthcare services at the former hospital in its new role as the North County Campus of Berkshire Medical Center. (Courtesy photo)
several hundred jobs it supported but also
from the loss of access to the full scope of
medical services that the hospital provided.
In the ensuing years, the losses experienced
on both those fronts have been mitigated
significantly by the purchase and repurposing
of the hospital campus by Berkshire Health
Systems, parent company of BMC in Pittsfield. Acting first to reinstate 24/7 emergency

24 Hour Monitoring & Emergency Service
• SECURITY & FIRE ALARMS • CUSTOM DESIGNS • INTRUSION DETECTION
• TALKING MEDICAL PENDANTS • HEAT LOSS MONITORING • FREE ESTIMATES
326 Springside Ave., Pittsfield, MA

413-445-4030 • 800-370-2525

MA Lic. #1489C • NY Lic. #12000184861

www.alarmsofberkshirecounty.com

department services, BHS has gradually
Nonetheless, the turmoil surrounding the
and steadily reintroduced select healthcare
closing of the hospital had an impact on the
services there as what is now known as the
adjacent Ambulatory Care Center, which in
North County Campus of BMC.
the following years saw the loss of several ten“Berkshire Medical Center continues
ants – most notably Williamstown Medical
to make large investAssociates, which had
ments on the northern “It is everybody’s hope – in- at one time occupied
Berkshire campus and
cluding mine – that BMC the building’s entire
is growing nicely into
third floor.
the hospital facility continues to add value to the
“The loss of the
community by employing hospital system had a
they acquired, which
is attached to our buildtheir services there. If our significant impact on
ing,” said Barnum.
the value of this build“They have continu- Ambulatory Care Center can ing,” said Barnum. “I
ously been relocating contribute to that, it works in made a decision to take
their various outpatient
on the risk of purchaseverybody’s benefit.”
services, thus making
ing and managing this
the location a medical hub destination. It is
property, and we’re now trying to rebuild
certainly our objective to keep this positive
its value as a resource to the community.”
momentum going and do what we can to
The demand for space in the Ambulatory
procure appropriate services and organizaCare Center was in some ways also affected
tions for the building.”
by BMC’s own repurposing of the adjacent
hospital campus, which included attracting
some medical practices and services that
might otherwise have been potential tenants
for the building Barnum now owns.
Despite this situation, Barnum believes the
two adjacent facilities can play complementary roles in meeting the healthcare needs of
the community.
“Now that BMC has a vision for its campus,
we want that campus to perform well for the
stakeholders in the northern Berkshires and
southern Vermont,” he said. “It is everybody’s
hope – including mine – that BMC continues
to add value to the community by employing their services there. If our Ambulatory
Care Center can contribute to that, it works
in everybody’s benefit.”

Ground lease arrangement

The connection between the two facilities
goes deeper than their proximity and related
mission.
In acquiring the hospital campus, BHS
also assumed ownership of the property on
which the Ambulatory Care Center was built
in 2002. In a practice not uncommon in such
situations, Northern Berkshire Healthcare
had granted a 99-year ground lease to the
developer that originally built and owned the
Ambulatory Care Center. That ground lease
has remained in place through subsequent
ownership changes of both the building and
hospital campus.
As such, BHS is now the fiduciary for the
campus and the ground lease covering the
Ambulatory Care Center.
A significant aspect of the ground lease
arrangement is a restriction it places on use
of the building. “The ground lease requires
operations that are related to the healthcare
field,” said Barnum. This, he added, precludes
the possibility of repurposing any of the space
for other categories of commercial tenants.
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However, Barnum believes that the
healthcare field is broad enough to provide a
viable pool of potential tenants for the complex, and that his building has the features
and attributes that will prove attractive to
them. “This is a class-A medical building
that is newer than 90 percent of the buildings
the county,” he said. “We want to let the
market know that we have this wonderful
resource available.”
While acknowledging that his efforts to
attract tenants to the building may result in
some instances of existing medical practices
in the region choosing to relocate from their
current quarters, Barnum stressed that the
primary goal is to bring in new practices
and medical groups that will address unmet
needs in the community.
“We have optimistically invested in the
building with hopes it can be a resource to
solve real, clear medical demands the northern Berkshire region has,” he said.
One example he cited is the demand for
additional dental services in the region, and
his intention to aggressively leverage space
in his building to help meet that demand. “I
am willing to provide extreme incentives to
dental practices to come here to handle the
shortage of services in the northern Berkshires,” he said.

Pediatrics expansion

Addressing unmet needs in the community
was also a factor in the decision by Northern
Berkshire Pediatrics to expand its operations
at the Ambulatory Care Center.
According to LeBreux, the practice has
been working to keep pace with demand for
pediatric care in the region since its formation in 2011 through a merger of existing
pediatric groups.
The practice currently has six pediatric
physician partners, two nurse practitioners,
and 28 other staff members in various medical and administrative positions. The practice
also has satellite offices at 19 Depot St. in
Adams and 181 Main St. in Williamstown.
While an independent practice, it is affiliated with Boston Children’s Hospital
and its Pediatric Physicians Organization at
Children’s (PPOC), a statewide network of
more than 400 physicians, nurse practitioners and physician assistants dedicated to
pediatric care.

Don LeBreux, administrator for Northern Berkshire Pediatrics, stands in one section of the practice’s
new 8,000-square-foot office suite in the Ambulatory Care Center, which provides twice the space of
its prior location in the same building. LeBreux notes that the expansion will allow Northern Berkshire
Pediatrics to add new specialties and services not currently available in the region.
LeBreux noted that the affiliation proavailable to us, and that included looking
vides the practice with important resources
outside of this building for space that might
in such areas as staff training, systems
be ideally suited to our needs,” he said.
and operations, and navigation of state’s
That dynamic changed with the purchase
MassHealth insurance program. It also conof the building by Barnum last August, and
nects the practice to pediatric subspecialists
with the new owner’s aggressive efforts to
within the network for
retain the practice as an
services that are not “We want to look at the whole anchor tenant.
readily available in picture, and see how we can
“I knew they were
this region.
looking at other opFor the past sev- offer a more comprehensive tions, so I made sure
eral years, Northern
they understood that
array of services.”
Berkshire Pediatrics
their presence here was
has operated from a 4,000-square-foot suite
very important to the vision we had for this
of offices on the third floor of the Ambulabuilding as a community resource that could
tory Care Center. LeBreux explained that
attract complementary medical services to
continued growth of the practice, including
the region,” said Barnum.
the recent and planned addition of new
“We started working with Craig, and he
services and specialists, created the need
was very amenable to what we needed and
for more space.
what were looking to do with the practice,”
“We’ve been growing over the past year
said LeBreux.
or so, and had been looking for a larger
location,” LeBreux said, noting that the
uncertain status and future of the Ambulatory Care Center under its prior ownership
led them to consider other options than
expanding in place.
“We wanted to look at all of the options
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That led to arrangements for Northern
Berkshire Pediatrics to move into 8,000
square feet of space in an adjacent section
of the third floor.
LeBreux said this new space provides for
the immediate needs of the practice as well as
the addition of behavioral and developmental
health specialists and a medical home care
coordinator.
“What we’re doing as a practice is gaining more services,” he said. “Our focus is
on getting these programs up and running.”
LeBreux said he supports Barnum’s
emphasis on attracting new providers to the
building to address unmet needs in the region.
“Simply moving people around doesn’t really
gain anything,” he commented. “We’ve been
looking at how we can work with Craig and
support the effort to bring other practices and
services here.”
One possibility on that front, LeBreux
said, involves tapping the resources of the
PPOC. He noted that some speciality providers in Boston Children’s network may
be good candidates for recruitment to the
Ambulatory Care Center for a satellite office
serving this region.
“We want to look at the whole picture, and
see how we can offer a more comprehensive
array of services,” he said.
For his part, Barnum believes securing
Northern Berkshire Pediatrics as a long-term
anchor tenant will facilitate recruitment of
other practices and healthcare operations
to the building. “We’re having some conversations with medical practitioners as we
speak,” he said.
Barnum (413-358-3238) noted that
rebuilding the Ambulatory Care Center’s
value as a resource to the community will
also have an impact beyond the healthcare
services provided there.
“Unlike the hospital campus, this building
is on the tax rolls,” he said. “Our success
in rebuilding its value will also positively
benefit the city in the [property] taxes it
collects.”◆
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Bank on History
If you’re looking for a bank with integrity, character, and deep local roots,
bank with The Co-op. We’re easy to find – the Berkshires have been our
home for 130 years.
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110 Dalton Ave.
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www.pittsfieldcoop.com
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431 Main St.
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Member FDIC & SIF

Gt. Barrington
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